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ABSTRACT

A METHOD FOR WINDING ADVANCED COMPOSITES
OF UNCONVENTIONAL SHAPES USING
CONTINUOUS AND ALIGNED FIBERS

Abraham Keith Allen
School of Technology
Master of Science

Advanced composites are extremely strong, rigid, and light, even when compared
with advanced metals. Advanced composites are replacing high-tech metals as the
material of choice for aerospace engineering. However, the processes used to
manufacture advanced composites generally lose some of the properties of the materials
by their process limitations.
One process that keeps the theoretically awesome qualities of the composite
materials in tact is filament winding. Filament wound parts are used as rocket shells,
bicycle frame tubes, drive shafts, pressure vessels, etc. Filament winding is an automated
process and makes reliable parts to close tolerances. If a straight tube were to be made by
all the existing composites manufacturing processes, filament wound tubes would be
significantly better than any other.
However, filament winding is generally limited to making straight tubes.

A new process based on filament winding is proposed; one that can wind complex
shapes of the same high quality as conventional filament winding. This process has
achieved this by winding continuous, uncut, and aligned fibers. This process is called
Lotus Filament Winding.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Composite structures are strong and light. The strongest and lightest arrangement
for composites is when they are made with continuous and aligned fiber reinforcements.
Filament winding is a composites manufacturing process that keeps the fibers continuous
and aligned throughout each part. This process winds from spools of fiber continuously
so that the fibers can remain uncut through the entire manufacturing process.
The problem is that traditional filament winding is limited to making straight
tubes that must have a central linear axis. A straight tube is too basic a shape to solve all
the needs of modern design.
The purpose of this research is to show that Lotus filament winding, a new
filament winding method, can be used to manufacture five additional classes of shapes
just as well as traditional filament winding can make straight tubes. The five additional
shapes will have the same quality characteristics as traditional filament wound parts.
They will be made of continuous and aligned composite fibers throughout with a process
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that can be automated. The Lotus filament winding process also allows fibers to remain
uncut throughout the manufacture of straight tubes and Lotus shapes.
The five shapes are represented by the letters L, O, T, U, and S, and are called the
Lotus Shapes. The form of each of these letters represents a new shape class. The
method of winding the shapes will be presented. In the process, terms will be introduced
to describe the capabilities and limits of Lotus filament winding.
The Lotus method of winding is advantageous over traditional filament winding.
It is a process that retains all the benefits traditional filament winding has to offer, while
adding the ability to manufacture many new classes of shapes.
This thesis will compare Lotus filament winding with traditional filament
winding. While the Lotus filament winding machine may produce some parts that are
theoretically better than any other composites manufacturing method could make, this
paper will not focus its comparison on all the composite manufacturing methods or the
parts they produce. It will base its argument on the benefits of filament winding and
compare traditional filament winding with Lotus filament winding.

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem is that, while traditional filament winding makes high quality parts,
it is a process that is limited to making straight tubes (see Figure 1.1) that must have a
central linear axis. Also non-traditional filament winding, described below, historically
produces simple straight tubes. These tubes, while useful, are inadequate when designs
require tubes that are not straight.
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Figure 1.1 Traditional filament winding samples.
All are straight tubes, some have varying crosssections (Advanced Composites Inc., 2004).

Filament winding is a process that is able to wind fiber from a spool onto a
mandrel continuously. It can also wind fiber onto a mandrel at any angle required. These
two features are called “continuous” and “aligned”. Continuous and aligned composites
are called “advanced composites” because of their high-strength and low-weight
characteristics. Advanced composites are differentiated from lower quality “engineering
composites” by their use of continuous and aligned fiber arrangements.
The basic elements of traditional filament winding are a mandrel and a spool.
The mandrel spins fiber off the spool as the spool moves parallel to it. The fiber can be
wound in helical, hoop (or circumferential), and polar patterns around the mandrel, as
seen in Figure 1.2. The limitations of the system require that the mandrel be straight.
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Figure 1.2 Helical, circumferential (or hoop), and polar winding patterns. Polar
windings are those where the fiber winds tangent to the polar openings at the
ends of the cylinder (the black mounting bars in the figure). Polar windings
are close to 0 degrees. Circumferential windings are close to 90 degrees,
and helical windings are those in between polar and circumferential
(Callister, 1997, p.537).

Non-traditional filament winding is less well known. The concept here is
basically the inverse of traditional filament winding. In non-traditional filament winding
the spools rotate around the mandrel. In the case of the ROBO-Wrapper I™ from XXsys
Technologies, Inc., as seen in Figure 1.3, the freeway column (a straight tube) is fixed
and the spools rotate around it and move parallel to it. In the case of the manufacturing
process from DeepWater Composites, seen in Figure 1.4, the CompTether™ tendon
moves through the center of the rotating shuttle that holds the spools. In both of these
cases the end result is a straight tube form.
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Figure 1.3 The ROBO-Wrapper I™. A freeway
column retrofit filament winder (XXsys, 2004).

Figure 1.4 A machine making CompTether™ tendons which are used to tether Tension
Leg Platforms to the ocean floor. Carbon fiber rods are wound helically around these
very long tendons (DeepWater, 2004).

While a straight tube is useful for many things, it is too simple a shape to be used
to solve complex design issues. For example, if a design required a long tube with a bend
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in the middle, filament winding could not do it in one piece. Two straight tubes would
have to be connected with an elbow made by some other process. This connection would
be a source of weakness. If the elbow could be made by one filament wound tube,
instead of these connected pieces, it would be stronger, lighter and simpler. The Lotus
filament winding process can do it in one piece.

1.3 THESIS STATEMENT

The purpose of this research is to show that Lotus filament winding can be used to
manufacture the five Lotus shapes with the same quality characteristics as traditional
filament winding when it makes straight tubes. Namely, they will be made of continuous
and aligned composite fibers with an automatable process.

1.4 METHOD

A new non-traditional filament winding machine, called the Lotus machine, with
a shuttle and race that can be opened and closed will be used to wind five new classes of
shapes of continuous and aligned fibers.

Figure 1.5 The prototype C-shaped Lotus machine
used to prove the concept.
6

Figure 1.6 The Lotus machine with a 50-50 setup
that was made and used for this research.

A Lotus machine is made of many parts, but the essential parts are the shuttle,
race, and drive mechanism. It is necessary that the race and shuttle be able to open and
close to gain access to enclosed or branching work-pieces. Figure 1.5 shows a C-shaped
Lotus machine. For this machine the opening of the shuttle has to be turned to the
opened side of the race to allow enclosed or branching work-pieces in and out. Figure
1.6 shows a 50-50 Lotus machine (explained in Chapter 3). This machine can also open
and close when it is aligned. Two spools of glass fiber sit next to the machine.
The five chosen shapes to be made are represented by the letters L, O, T, U, and S
shown in Figure 1.7. These letters represent different classes of shapes with unique
manufacturing issues in each class. The non-traditional filament winding method used to
wind these shapes is called the Lotus filament winding process.
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Figure 1.7 The Lotus shapes.
With new shapes, new terms will be introduced to describe the paths of placed
fiber tows. New names may be necessary for continuous fibers that are aligned and
wound around curved mandrels. Also, the ability of the Lotus filament winding process
to keep fibers continuous throughout a complex part may need new terms to differentiate
levels of continuity and levels of fiber integration. The Lotus filament winding process
can wind the Lotus shapes using fibers that are so long that they are uncut from start to
finish of the manufacturing of a part. The high quality of parts made by the Lotus
filament winding process will raise the bar for quality and complexity in advanced
composites.

1.5 BENEFITS

There are many processes that manufacture advanced composites. The ones that
are automated are basically limited to making shapes like straight tubes, as seen in Table
1.1. There is a process that makes elbows and tees, but they are just meant to be joints to
be bonded to other straight tubes. The Lotus filament winding process can integrally
wind elbows and tees (making them L, and Ts as described in Chapter 3) into larger
complex structures, so they are not joints, but are integral with the overall structure.
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Table 1.1 Shapes and issues with various composites manufacturing processes.
Tether winding
Straight tubes
Filament winding
Straight tubes
Roll wrapping
Straight tubes
Freeway column wrapping
Straight tubes
Pultrusion
Straight forms
Braiding
Straight tubes
Bifurcated shapes – like a snake’s tongue
Low angle bends
5-Axis Filament Winding
elbow joints (not L shapes, as defined in Chapter 3)
tee joints (not T shapes, as defined in Chapter 3)
Automated Tape Lamination
Flat shapes
Expensive
Hand lay-up
Expensive

The Lotus filament winding process is unique because other composite
manufacturing methods are not capable of making the shapes the Lotus process makes, of
continuous, uncut, and aligned fibers. This process can also be automated so that it is
consistent and fast. Therefore, this method will make shapes that are of a higher quality
than have been made before.
Labor is the largest cost driver in the manufacture of complex composite parts.
Automation reduces the labor cost considerably. The Lotus machine can also be partially
automated, meaning that the motion of the mandrel with respect to the machine, and the
speed of the fiber lay-down can be controlled by an operator. Partial automation allows
quick lay-down of material on complex forms without the programming necessary for
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full automation. With partial automation part quality is determined by operator skill.
While partial automation may be somewhat fast, it will not be as precise, fast, or cheap
(in large batches) as a fully automated Lotus machine setup. The machines in Figure 1.5
and Figure 1.6 are partially automated. The partially automated system used for this
paper is the machine in Figure 1.6. For a comparison of a partially automated Lotus
machine setup versus a fully automated Lotus winding machine and a fully automated
filament winding setup see Appendix C.
The Lotus filament winding process is going to change the composites industry.
This process will facilitate the manufacture of complex composite parts that more closely
approach the theoretical mechanical potential of the fibers. When fully automated, this
process will quickly make many complex parts reliably and with low labor costs. When
partially automated, it is able to make small numbers of parts very quickly of relatively
high quality. In short, it is a process that will make more complex parts, of continuous
and aligned fibers, quicker, of higher quality, cheaper and more reliably than any other
process for forming composites. It will efficiently make higher quality advanced
composites. It may replace many other processes for manufacturing advanced
composites, when it can make the shapes. And when it can’t make the shapes as they are
currently designed, it may be worth the effort of redesigning the shapes so they can be
made by the Lotus filament winding process.

1.6 DELIMITATIONS

The Lotus filament winding process can make many complex shapes of
continuous and aligned fibers. While the basic shapes this machine can make have
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probably been made with composites, it is likely that they have never been made of
continuous and aligned fibers. Theoretically, composites made of continuous and aligned
fibers are stronger than those that are not. Also, those processes that make parts of fibers
that are more continuous and more aligned will conceivably be stronger and lighter than
those that offer less continuity and limited alignment of fibers. Therefore the author
claims that composites made by the Lotus filament winding process will be stronger than
those made by other methods. To prove this claim would require samples made by
comparable methods and measures to test them. Such tests will not be conducted as part
of this research because of the difficulty in making comparable parts by traditional
filament winding.
Because the Lotus filament winding process can seamlessly connect the L,O,U,
and S shapes using T shapes, an infinite number of shape combinations can be made by
this method. However, the L,O,T,U, and S shapes were chosen as representative of new
classes of shapes that can be made to show the basic capabilities of the method.
Therefore, only the L,O,T,U, and S shapes will be made and analyzed for this thesis.
This thesis claims that the Lotus filament winding process can be fully automated,
however, a partially automated machine (Figure 1.6) will be used to make the L,O,T,U,
and S shapes to be analyzed herein.

1.7 THESIS ORGANIZATION

The first chapter of this thesis introduces filament winding and compares it to the
Lotus filament winding process. Chapter two, the Literature Review, discusses properties
of composites, the mechanical motion of wheels, and manufacturing processes for
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composites. The third chapter will discuss the design of the Lotus machine and the five
Lotus shapes to be made by the Lotus filament winding process. Chapter 4 will include
analysis of the relationship between the Lotus shapes and the Lotus machine. It will also
include theory for winding them. Chapter five is where the results will be documented
and discussed. Chapter six gives a summary, with conclusions and recommendations for
additional research.
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2 LITERATURE

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with a detailed understanding
of features consistent with an ideal composites manufacturing process. It will show what
has been done in the field so that the reader will see where Lotus filament winding fits
into and adds to the knowledge in the field.
An ideal composites manufacturing process will produce ideal results by keeping
the composite’s high-performance material qualities in tact. There are certain features of
composite materials that are unfortunately compromised by the limits of current
composites manufacturing processes.
Composites manufacturing is still a relatively new field when compared to metal
manufacturing, textile manufacturing and even electrical devices manufacturing
(Groover, 1999, p.374). Many obstacles that limit composites manufacturing have been
overcome by manufacturing processes developed in other industries (Strong,
Fundamentals, 1989, p.108). Some manufacturing processes from other industries that
overcome boundaries in composites manufacturing will be presented.
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The literature review will explore properties of composites, the common wheel,
and manufacturing processes for composites.

2.1 PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES

Composite materials are made of two phases consisting of a reinforcement phase
embedded in a matrix phase. The reinforcement phase is made up of high-strength fibers
like fiberglass, carbon, and aramids. The matrix phase is either a thermoplastic or a
thermoset resin (Groover, 1999).
When properly processed, composites can have extremely high specific strength.
But if the materials are not processed properly the composite can be as weak as its
weakest component, the plastic matrix (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.648). The great strength
of composites comes from the unique characteristics of the reinforcement fibers. Care
must be taken when designing a manufacturing process so that, in processing, the
strengths of the reinforcement fibers remain intact.
Composites are separated into two classes based on performance; engineering
composites and advanced composites. Engineering composites have lower performance
qualities than advanced composites. Advanced composites are typically reserved for the
extreme performance levels required for things like aerospace components.
Within advanced composites there are manufacturing processes that create
components of different quality levels. Not all manufacturing processes that make
advanced composites are equal and hence, some advanced composites are better than
others. Some features that separate the “better” advanced composites from the “others”
will be introduced.
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2.1.1 ENGINEERING COMPOSITES
Engineering composites have lower performance standards than do advanced
composites. Engineering composites are those that generally do not retain the strengths
the reinforcement fibers could add to the composites. Their characteristic features are
short fibers, random alignment, fibers with lower mechanical properties, and lower
performance matrices (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644). Composites with mechanical
properties that are dominated by the matrix are engineering composites (Strong, Plastics,
p.676).
Engineering composites are often chosen to make parts that have lower
performance requirements than aerospace industry would require. Engineering
composites are easier to manufacture and cheaper than advanced composites because of
the looser standards. It is easier to manufacture complex shapes with engineering
composites than with advanced composites (Callister, 1997, p.525).
2.1.1.1 SHORT FIBERS
Characteristic of engineering composites is their use of short reinforcement fibers.
When the fibers are short the relative volume of the fibers in the matrix is low. In this
case the mechanical properties of the composite are not much better than those of the
matrix (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.147).
2.1.1.2 RANDOM ALIGNMENT
Shorter fibers tend to be randomly aligned. Compared to aligned fibers, randomly
oriented fibers have 1/5th the reinforcement efficiency when randomly and uniformly
distributed within three dimensions in space, and 3/8ths the reinforcement efficiency when
randomly and uniformly distributed within a specific plane (Callister, 1997, p.525).
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2.1.1.3 LOWER PERFORMANCE FIBERS
The three main fiber types used in all composites are glass, carbon and aramids.
Of these, glass is cheapest. The most common use for fiberglass is in engineering
composites. Sometimes glass fiber is used to make advanced composites, but the fibers
must be continuous and aligned, generally requiring more expensive processes to produce
(Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.654).
2.1.1.4 LOWER PERFORMANCE MATRIX
Engineering composites have lower material performance requirements than
advanced composites, and can therefore use matrices with lower performance
requirements as well. One manufacturing advantage engineering composites have over
advanced composites is that very short fibers can be injection molded and hence they are
easier to use with thermoplastic matrices than advanced composites. (Strong Plastics,
2000, p.653,658) Although advanced composites are of higher quality than engineering
composites it is easier and cheaper to manufacture complex shapes with engineering
composites standards.
2.1.2 ADVANCED COMPOSITES
Advanced composites have higher performance standards than engineering
composites. They are typically used for very high performance applications like
aerospace (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644). There is not a standard list of features in the
literature used to define advanced composites, however, there are many statements about
them. The statements deal mainly with describing the length and orientation of the fibers,
because advanced composites are those that have properties dominated by the fibers
(Strong, Plastics, p.676). The characteristic features of advanced composites are high
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quality fibers, long fibers (even continuous fibers), oriented fibers, high fiber content,
high quality matrix, engineered high performance, and the use of Laminate Design
Theory to design them.
2.1.2.1 HIGH QUALITY FIBERS
While composites are a mix of matrix and reinforcement fibers, the phenomenal
strength of composites comes from the reinforcement fibers. Advanced composite
reinforcement fibers are very high-modulus and high-strength (Rufe, 2002, p.115).
Composites are made of a matrix phase and a reinforcement phase. Each of these
phases alone is inadequate for structural parts. But when the phases are put together in a
composite, their capability as structural material is greatly enhanced. The matrix is used
to give the composite form and to hold the reinforcement fibers in place. The matrix
adds some stiffness to the total stiffness of the composite, however it is not capable of the
stiffness that the reinforcement fibers are capable of. A composite made of long carbon
fibers in an epoxy matrix can have 100 times the modulus and 15 times the tensile
strength of the matrix phase alone (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.648).
Advanced composites are “characterized by very long and very high performance
reinforcements” (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644). The types of reinforcement fibers
generally considered for advanced composites are carbon, aramid, and boron fibers.
These fibers are very strong, very stiff and lightweight (Rufe, 2002, p.115).
These three types of fibers generally have higher performance specs than
fiberglass. They are also much more expensive than fiberglass. Advanced composite
manufacturing processes are more involved and more expensive than those used for
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engineering composites, therefore it makes sense to engineers to use the highest quality
fibers even if they cost more.
However, glass fiber is still strong when compared with other fiber materials. A
type of glass fiber called S-glass has a typical tensile strength higher than carbon, boron,
or aramid fibers (Groover, 1999, p.225). Glass fiber composites when made of long and
aligned fibers and high quality construction methods can also be considered to be
advanced composites (Strong, MET 555, 2004).
2.1.2.2 LONG FIBERS - CONTINUOUS FIBERS
Advanced composites are “characterized by very long and very high performance
reinforcements” (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644). Rufe says that advanced composites are
made of oriented continuous fibers (Rufe, 2002, p.116). Groover informs us that
“continuous fibers are very long; in theory, they offer a continuous path by which a load
can be carried by the composite part.” He goes on to say that this is difficult to achieve
because of variations in the fibrous material and processing (Groover, 1999, p.223).
Though the long fibers can carry a very heavy load, that load must be transmitted
to them by the matrix. At the end of each fiber there is no transmittal of load from the
matrix to the fiber (Callister, 1997, p.518).
Advanced composites are those that have properties dominated by the fibers
(Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.676). The minimum length of fiber at which the fiber
properties tend to dominate the mechanical properties is generally about 4 inches (Strong,
Plastics, p.647). But Callister tells us that continuous fibers are those where the fiber
length is always greater than the critical fiber length, and that normally the continuous
fiber length is at least 15 times the critical length. He mentions that the critical length for
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a number of glass and carbon-fiber matrix combinations is about 1mm which is between
20 and 150 times the diameter (1997, p.519). This means that the minimum fiber length
for these fibers to be considered continuous would be 15 times the critical length (1mm)
or 15mm (0.6 inches). While these fibers seem very short, they are quite long when
compared to their diameters. In actual use the shorter limit of “continuous” is probably 4
inches.
While the industry may term 4 inches and 0.6 inches as continuous, it is obviously
not actually continuous. These lengths are considered to be the shortest that fibers can be
and still be utilized for making advanced composites. Callister tells us that, “as fiber
length increases the fiber reinforcement becomes more effective” (1997, p.519).
Therefore, the longer the fibers are, the better they are at carrying the load.
The word continuous has come to describe these short fibers because they are
long enough to carry some load. And it is difficult for manufacturing processes to form
shapes with fibers that are considerably longer, on the order of many feet to hundreds of
feet.
If we compare the length of fibers placed by Automated Tape Lamination (ATL)
and those placed by filament winding we see that they both lay essentially one circuit
which is cut sooner or later. But, in the case of some filament wound parts the fiber is
not cut at all from beginning to end. For example, when a pressure vessel is filament
wound the fibers can be continuous throughout with no cuts whatsoever besides the first
at the initial fiber placement and the last cut when the piece is finished (2 total cuts). In
this case the fiber could be hundreds or thousands of feet long without a cut. These
lengths seem more like “continuous fiber”.
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Some synonyms for the word continuous are unbroken, uninterrupted, and
constant. There may be some usefulness in a new word, besides continuous, to describe
fibers that are considerably longer than 4 inches. There may also be some use for a word
for a fiber that is uncut from beginning to end, even in post-processing. A good word for
this might be “ideal”, because all the fiber might ideally be used for adding strength.
Composites that have essentially one fiber tow from beginning to end, uncut, may be
called ideal composites, or ideal advanced composites, assuming they meet all the other
criteria of advanced composites.
It is useful to remember that these high tech fibers have structural integrity on
their one dimensional axis. This is why they are called anisotropic. Carbon fibers are
ideally strong and light in the one dimension they are in. Even more ideal would be a
planar or two dimensional plane of carbon material that is atomically inter-connected.
Even more ideal than that would be a three dimensional volume filled with carbon
integrally and atomically bonded in an isotropic fashion. Now, this three dimensional
carbon would have characteristics similar to diamond, and it is not likely we will be
making airplanes out of this anytime soon.
Ideally, these one dimensional reinforcement fibers are placed in a specific
orientation so that their anisotropic properties can be utilized to the greatest benefit in the
desired direction or plane. Because the Lotus process is not able to place all fibers in all
orientations on all parts it is not the truly “ideal” composites manufacturing process, but
it is more capable of this than the rest.
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2.1.2.3 ALIGNED FIBERS
A filament wound tube may have layers of fibers at various angles. It could start
with hoops, move to helicals, then polar windings, and back to helical windings, etc.
Angles of orientation are listed from 0 degrees on axis to plus or minus 90 degrees. A
truly ideal advanced composite manufacturing process should allow the fiber to be placed
at every angle at every point on the part.
Rufe tells us that the term advanced composites is commonly used to describe
composites made of an epoxy matrix reinforced with oriented, continuous carbon fibers
in a multilayer form that makes extremely rigid and strong structures (2002, p.115,116).
Aligned fiber orientations are usually formed from unidirectional fibers.
Unidirectional fibers are groups of fibers that are parallel with each other. These
unidirectional fibers are often held together with resin in a form called prepreg.
Unidirectional prepregs can be made in the forms of narrow tows and tapes, to wider
unidirectional sheets, sometimes 3 feet wide (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.657). When all
fibers, on each layer of an advanced composite, are aligned in the same direction then
laminate design theory is applied (Strong, Plastics, p.649).
Callister tells us that the arrangement of the fibers is crucial to obtaining the
mechanical potential of the fibers. “The mechanical properties of continuous and aligned
composite fibers are highly anisotropic”. In the direction of alignment, strength and
reinforcement are at a maximum. In the direction perpendicular to alignment the strength
and reinforcement are at a minimum (1997, p.543).
Table 2.1 compares the specific strengths and specific stiffness of some
composites and some metal alloys. Low-C steel is the base (index=1.0) for this table.
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Equation 2.1 and 2.2 below describe specific strength and specific stiffness. Properties of
the composites are measured in the fiber direction.

Table 2.1 Comparison of typical properties of fiber-reinforced plastics and
representative metal alloys.
Specific Strength
Specific Stiffness
(Comparative index)
(Comparative index)
Low-C steel
1.0
1.0
Aluminum alloy (heat treated)
3.5
1.0
Alloy steel (heat treated)
10.0
1.0
Fiberglass in polyester
3.1
1.7
Carbon in epoxy
22.3
3.4
Kevlar© in epoxy
22.5
2.1
(Groover, 1999, p.235)
We see from this table that Carbon in epoxy has 22.3 times the specific strength
of low-C steel. Also alloy steel has 10 times the specific strength of low-C steel. This
means that Carbon in epoxy has 2.23 times the specific strength of Alloy steel (heat
treated).
From Callister we learn that if all fibers are parallel the reinforcement efficiency
is 1, meaning that there is full reinforcement. So, above, when Carbon in epoxy is fully
aligned or parallel then it will really have the 22.3 times index. But, if the fibers are
randomly and uniformly distributed within a specific plane then the reinforcement
efficiency drops to 3/8ths its previous value. This means that that the Carbon in epoxy’s
specific strength will be 3/8ths what it is when aligned or 22.3 • 3 = 8.4 . So if the
8
Carbon in epoxy is randomly aligned then it is still 8.4 times the specific strength of lowC steel, but it now has just 84% of the specific strength of the alloy steel (1996, p.525).
So, if it is not aligned then the Carbon in epoxy cannot really claim that it is “stronger
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than steel”. But, if the Carbon in epoxy is aligned then it can be said that it is “stronger
than steel”, which advanced composites generally need to prove, to prove their worth.
It’s interesting that most every table that describes the strengths of composites
always has a footnote that says, “these numbers reflect data taken from aligned,
unidirectional, parallel, or fibers in the fiber direction”. This is because the best qualities
of composites come from having the fibers aligned. Unfortunately it is difficult for most
composites manufacturing processes that make complex shapes to align the fibers. So,
while the data tables show high numbers, the actual parts made often would more
accurately be reflected by lower numbers.
2.1.2.4 HIGH FIBER VOLUME PERCENT
Advanced composites are those that have properties dominated by the fibers
(Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.676). There is a ratio of fiber to resin where the properties of
the composite switch from being dominated by the resin to those of the fibers. This
transition generally happens when the composite consist of more than 50% fiber by
weight or volume (Rufe, 2002, p.116).
“The maximum volume per cent of cylindrical fibers which can be packed into a
composite is almost 91 per cent, above 80 per cent by volume the composite properties
usually begin to decrease because of the inability of the matrix to wet and infiltrate the
bundles of fibers. This results in poorly bonded fibers and voids in the composite”
(Broutman, 1969, p.127). Advanced composites generally have fiber content from 50 to
75% of total weight or volume.
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2.1.2.5 HIGH QUALITY MATRIX
While advanced composites properties are dominated by the fibers, the fibers
wouldn’t receive the loads if they weren’t transferred to them effectively by the matrix.
The matrix is used to provide shape to the composite, but it is also used to protect the
fibers from the environment. Resins used for advanced composites have thermal and
mechanical properties with superior qualities to those used in engineering composites
(Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644). Resins such as epoxies are commonly used for matrices
of advanced composites.
2.1.2.6 ENGINEERED FOR STRENGTHS
Advanced composites are engineered to capitalize on the strengths of their
reinforcement fibers and matrix. They are designed to have high specific strength, high
specific stiffness, or low thermal conductivity (Rufe, 2002, p.117). One reason that
composites are so competitive in aerospace is that they have high strength-to-weight
ratios even when compared with high performance metals (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.644).
Strength-to-weight comparisons are made with comparisons of a material’s specific
strength and its specific modulus or specific stiffness.
We learn from Rufe that advanced composite reinforcement fibers are very highmodulus and high-strength (Rufe, 2002, p.115). From Strong we learn that advanced
composites are low-weight and that they have low specific gravities. And we see from
the following equations;

(specific strength ) = ⎛⎜⎜ strength of material ⎞⎟⎟
⎝
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specific gravity

⎠

(2.1)

(specific stiffness ) = ⎛⎜⎜ modulus of material ⎞⎟⎟
⎝

specific gravity

⎠

(2.2)

that if a material has high strength or modulus and a low specific gravity that it
will have high specific strength and high specific stiffness respectively.
2.1.2.7 LAMINATE DESIGN THEORY
There is a design theory behind advanced composites called Laminate Design
Theory (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.649). It consists of a list of assumptions on the quality
of construction of composites. In it is the theory behind designing strengths into
composite parts. It uses a layer-by-layer format to prescribe the angles at which
unidirectional fibers are oriented in each plane throughout a part. A laminate is a body
constructed of several laminas or layers.
There are some assumptions that are made about the laminate before laminate
theory can be applied. First, there must be no voids or as few voids as possible. Next,
there must be good inter-laminar bonding so that there is no shear slippage. Also, there
must be a good interfacial bond between the matrix and the reinforcement. Each layer is
like a plane with all fibers in one direction, and balance from top to bottom is good which
keeps the object from bowing.
For low voids, tension is helpful in keeping the composite compressed together.
In many applications the composite is pressed against a mold, often vacuums or other
pressuring systems are used.
2.1.2.8 TENSION
Voids must be avoided when manufacturing composites. There is usually some
pressure or tension placed on the fibers throughout the manufacturing processes to
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improve resin cross-linking and to eliminate voids altogether if possible. Tension is also
used to help accurately place fibers. Filament winding generally uses 5 to 50 Newtons of
tension per tow. (Hyer, 1998, p.604)
“Tensioning devices should have as many of the following features as possible:
•

infinitely variable tension

•

tension easily changed with different settings preset

•

rewind capability for long structures so that fiber will not go slack at
the domes

•

constant tension regardless of the size of the roll

•

tension controlled at the roll rather than by scissors bar to reduce
friction” (Peters, 1989, p.158)

2.1.3 IDEAL ADVANCED COMPOSITES
OTHER DESIRABLE FEATURES OF FINISHED COMPOSITE PARTS
NOT ALREADY LISTED
The intent of the words advanced composites is to say, these are composites with
the best components available made into shapes by processes that retain the qualities of
the fibers and the matrix, these composites can be used for high performance applications
like aerospace and they will outperform most, if not all, other materials. However, some
advanced composites are better than others. There are other characteristics not yet
discussed that are often implied in advanced composites as being necessary components
of an advanced composites manufacturing process. Advanced composites that benefit
from more of these positive features may be considered “ideal” compared to those that
don’t reach as high a standard.
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The difference in quality among advanced composites is mainly dependent on
capabilities of the manufacturing processes used. Consider the manufacture of a tubular
pressure vessel of advanced composite materials and processes. Since advanced
composites are dependent mainly on the fibers for their strength we will just analyze what
the processes do to the fibers and we will find that, though all of the manufacturing
processes would maintain the vessel’s advanced composite status, one process performs
much better than the others for this specific application, and that is filament winding.
Let us see what the lowest quality advanced composite could be. We would start
with fibers that are 0.6 inches long and place them around our mandrel by hand or by a
spraying process (assuming we can orient them). The necessary amount of buildup of
material would have to be achieved by piling on a lot of layers. The end product would
be poor, but theoretically it would still be an advanced composite.
By hand lay-up, unidirectional sheets can be placed around a mandrel, and the
domed ends of the vessel will need to be patched together. This process could obtain a
well made part consistently. There would be difficulty dealing with the fibers at the
domed ends.
By Automated Tape Lamination the fiber tow can be brought around a stationary
mandrel possibly up to 360 degrees at which point the fibers would have to be cut so the
head of the machine can return to the other side and place the next layer. This could be a
consistent process, but what about the cut of all fibers on every layer? Each cut fiber is a
point of weakness to be avoided. It is definitely not the best process for making tubular
shapes.
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Filament winding can make the vessel of uncut continuous fibers at all angles
quickly, inexpensively, and consistently. Filament winding is the best process for
manufacturing advanced composite pressure vessels. Some of the differences that set it
apart will be described below. Within the limitations of linear fibers, filament winding
may be the ideal advanced composites manufacturing process.
2.1.3.1 HOW CONTINUOUS?
Filament winding makes composite tubes that are superior to those made by any
other process. The fibers are continuously pulled from a creel of spools by the linear-axis
mandrel in a manner that allows the fibers to be uncut during the entire manufacturing of
the tube or vessel.
While manufacturing a pressure vessel the fibers may remain uncut. However,
the ends of a filament wound tube are often cut off after the part is cured. Each path that
a fiber makes across the mandrel is called a circuit. There is a maximum length that a
fiber will be after the ends are cut off; these are fibers of circuit length.
In manufacturing some shapes some processes require that the fibers, typically of
woven fabric, be cut so they can be properly placed on the complex molds. Every time
the fibers are cut, it should be noted. Cutting fibers should be avoided if possible because
each cut fiber acts as a stress riser or location where the part is likely to fail. While a part
with totally uncut fibers may be ideal if made properly, some calculation of the number
of cut ends in a part may provide clues to the integrity of the part.
How continuous is ideal? The fibers should be as long as possible to be ideal. In
some cases that means a part can be made from start to finish from one uncut tow of
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fiber. In another case the longest possible fiber will be only as long as the circuit length
because its ends were later cut off.
Advanced composite manufacturing processes are differentiated by their
capabilities. Some processes are capable of making parts of higher quality than others.
While filament winding makes straight tubes of higher quality than other processes (using
uncut, circuit, or continuous length fibers) it is limited because it is not capable of making
tubes that are not straight. The Lotus process is capable of making complex parts of
uncut or circuit length fibers. This higher standard of continuous fiber length should
provide a standard that other processes will attempt to match or exceed, thereby
improving advanced composites.
Some terminology that may be useful in describing variations in continuous fiber
length are: uncut, circuit length, continuous, one cut tow, one splice, 100 cut tows, or one
cut across a weave, no cuts in critical areas, etc.
2.1.3.2 BENEFITS OF AUTOMATION
The processes that make advanced composites differ considerably from those that
make engineering composites. Because of the requirements regarding fiber-length and
orientation, advanced composite manufacturing processes are often quite complex.
Automating them is also quite complex.
For example the Automated Tape Lamination machines are expensive, complex,
and slow. But they do something that is necessary. They make parts that are consistent.
The fibers are placed by design to utilize their strengths, therefore the end part is
quantifiable and it can be “tested” with finite element analysis. Exacting placement of
composites can reliably be done by automation.
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Automating processes not only improves quality, but it can lower manufacturing
costs. This is especially important in composites manufacturing because the cost of labor
is often the highest cost associated with the manufacture of advanced composites.
Automation also, as an added bonus, can make the work environment safer for
employees.
2.1.3.3 SURFACE
While filament-wound parts have superb internal surfaces because of the mandrel,
the outside surface is not readily smooth. Some applications don’t require a smooth
outside surface, but some do. If the cured surface is ground down then the surface fibers
that may have been previously uncut will now be cut. This will negatively affect the
strength of the part.
If an un-cured wound part is put in some kind of external mold also, then with
some difficulty, a smooth external surface can be obtained. This would not require fibers
to be cut if done correctly.
There is a difference in appearance of the surface fibers of composite parts that
are ground down versus those that are pressed in a mold. While those that are pressed
may be uncut, those that are ground down have a more complex, refined look, that is the
signature appearance of filament wound advanced composites, differentiating them by
sight from engineering composites.
Perhaps additional material can be added as needed so that when it is ground
away it will not reduce the strength of the part.
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2.1.3.4 SHAPE COMPLEXITY AND INTEGRATION
Each advanced composite manufacturing process is limited in its abilities to make
certain shapes. When certain shapes are required that a process cannot make in one
piece, they are often made from multiple pieces that are later brought together in the
shape of the desired piece. Ideally a process could make complex, totally integrated, onepiece shapes of advanced composites with uncut fibers throughout. These parts would
use less material to accomplish comparable results and would therefore have higher
specific strength and higher specific stiffness. They would also have fewer stress points
and would be closer to ideal by distributing loads throughout the larger structure with
uncut fiber.

2.2 THE WHEEL

Wheels have been around for a long time. The first recorded use of a wheel was
in Sumeria in 3500 BC as a manufacturing machine called a potter’s wheel. Two
hundred years later in the same place is the first recorded use of the common wheel for
transportation.
2.2.1 THE COMMON WHEEL
Many manufacturing processes are built on the concept of the common wheel.
While the wheel has many good features it is also constrained in its motion. A wheel
basically spins around a central axis called an axle.
One manufacturing process based on the wheel that deserves particular mention is
the lathe.
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2.2.1.1 THE LATHE
Lathes have also been around for a long time in one form or other. Lathes were in
use in Egypt in 1000 BC. Lathes have developed to be quite complex, but some
limitations they still have not overcome. Lathes process cylindrical shapes with a central
linear axis. The lathe is constrained in its motion like the common wheel around a
central linear axis. As a work-piece is spun on a central linear axis a tool of some sort is
pressed into the work-piece, to cut, or grind away material. The lathe is limited to
making basically axis-symmetric shapes, just like traditional filament winding.
The filament winding machine is based on the design of the lathe. Both of these
machines can be accurately controlled by Computer Numerical Controls (CNC). Its basis
on the technology of the lathe limits filament winding machines to also making tubular
shapes with a central linear axis.
2.2.2 THE CENTER-LESS WHEEL
Back to the topic of the wheel, there is another type of wheel that has its origins in
the past, it is the center-less wheel. All one has to do to make a center-less wheel is to
drill a hole all the way through the center of the wheel’s axis. This hole can be through
the axle and the wheel. It would make sense to increase the size of the axle in relation to
the wheel to make the center bigger so larger things can pass through.
It must have a hole all the way through for it to be truly center-less, if it is only
most of the way through it is not truly center-less. If something can pass all the way
through the center of a center-less wheel that is spinning without touching the wheel or
axle or anything at all then it is truly center-less.
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2.2.2.1 THE CORN MILLSTONE
The oldest-looking center-less wheel the author has been able to find is the corn
millstone. It consists of a large wheel-shaped millstone with a hole in the middle of it. It
is spun in a frame or groove that acts as an axle or “race” and holds it in alignment.
Dried corn is tossed into the center and is ground beneath the stone. The mill stone is
driven from the outside circumference of the stone wheel. There are plastic bags on the
ground and around the mill in Figure 2.1 to catch the corn after it comes out the
separation line between mill and its base. The “lola” (grandma) in the picture has to
coordinate when she puts the dry corn in, with when the driving lever is on the far side.
For this reason this particular corn-mill should not be considered totally center-less,
though it is adequate for this situation.

Figure 2.1 Hand-powered corn mill in the Philippines. It’s a center-less wheel. This
photo was taken by the author in October 1995 in Talamban, Cebu, Philippines.
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2.2.2.2 CENTER-LESS WHEELS FOR TRANSPORTATION
Other uses of center-less wheels have been more recent. A motorcycle designer,
Billy Lane of Choppers, Inc., made a wheel with a “hubless” appearance (Figure 2.2). He
fabricated an axle nearly as big as the rear wheel, and then hollowed out the axle. (Fudge,
2004)

Figure 2.2 The “Psycho Billy Cadillac”
has a center-less wheel (Fudge, 2004).

An Australian company called Wheelman describes their innovation as “A motor
and frame supported at each end by a spokeless wheel into which feet can be inserted
(Figure 2.3, 2.4) whilst standing upright” (Wheelman, 2004).
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Figure 2.3 The Wheelman
(Wheelman, 2004).

Figure 2.4 The Wheelman in action
(Wheelman, 2004).

Osmos-wheel company has patented a “hubless” or “orbital wheel” that is
essentially a tire on a large bearing with a brake (Figure 2.5). They claim to have
reinvented the wheel.
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Figure 2.5 Osmos wheels
(Osmos, 2004).

Star Wars, Episode 2 also featured a center-less wheel concept (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Starwars center-less wheel concept
(Osmos, 2004).

A 40 meter hubless ferris wheel has also been made and patented by Larson
International, Inc. (Figure 2.7). They say that, “the ride consists of two continuous and
concentric rings, one fixed and one rotating. The fixed ring forms the track and supports
the ride. The rotating ring is the passenger carrying system.” Larson International, Inc.
gives a few suggestions as to the usefulness of the center-less wheel, “The Hubless
Wheel is particularly suited for custom theming because the center is hubless and
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spokeless. Therefore, the center section of the hubless wheel may be a fixed sign, logo,
projection screen, etc. The hubless wheel would also make an excellent entrance to an
amusement park by constructing a bridge through the center of the wheel. Rollercoasters
could be routed through the center of the hubless wheel for added excitement.”

Figure 2.7 Center-less ferris wheel
(Larson, 2004).

The corn-mill is the only center-less wheel (that doesn’t open and close) used for
manufacturing that the author could find. If a Lotus machine were made that was centerless but didn’t open or close then it would be able to wind the L, U, and S shapes, but not
the O and T shapes.
While center-less wheels may provide recreational amusement, they offer no clear
advantage over the common wheel. Center-less wheels also offer no clear basis for
manufacturing methods. However, there are some other less well known manufacturing
methods based on the center-less wheel. These center-less wheels have an additional
feature, they can open and close. These show that center-less wheels are useful in
manufacturing, if they can open and close.
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2.2.2.3 OPEN-ABLE CENTER-LESS WHEELS
In the 5th century B.C. Lao-Tzu, from whose philosophy Taoism originated, we
learn that usefulness is often derived from empty space, which, in this case, is the empty
center of the center-less wheel. From the 11th section of his book, the Tao Te Ching:
11. THE FUNCTION OF THE NON-EXISTENT
Thirty spokes unite in one nave
and, on that which is non-existent [the hole in the nave]
depends the wheel’s utility.
Clay is moulded into a vessel
and, on that which is non-existent [its hollowness]
depends the vessel’s utility.
By cutting out doors and windows we build a house
and, on that which is non-existent [the empty space within]
depends the house’s utility
Therefore, existence renders actual
but non-existence renders useful.
(Tzu, 2004, p.16)

While a center-less wheel that doesn’t open and close at all may be useful in
manufacturing in some situations, more common is the wheel that can open and close. In
manufacturing, center-less wheels that open and close are used to gain access to enclosed
surfaces. For example a toroid-shaped ceramic core that was previously wound with
copper in a spiraling pattern by hand as seen in Figure 2.8 can instead be wound at high
speeds with an open-able shuttle in the shape of a center-less wheel.

Figure 2.8 A hook pulling wire through a toroid core
(Mirza, 2004).
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2.2.2.3.1

TOROIDAL COIL WINDING

Toroidal coil winding is a process that is complex to understand at first. Toroidal
coil winding machines for commercial use (Figure 2.9) are believed to have been
produced first in the 1950s. The manufacturers of the new machines were reluctant to
share the technology. The basic design of toroidal coil winding machines hasn’t changed
since the first machines of the 1950s (Mirza, 2004, p.361). Toroid winding is still
considered the “black art” of the electrical devices manufacturing methods (Mayer,
2003).

Figure 2.9 Model MINI-SIMPLE toroidal
coil winding machine (Ruff, 2002).
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The basic components of toroidal coil winding machines are the shuttle and race.
The shuttle is guided by the race to spin around a central axis defined by the race. In the
case of toroidal coil winding machines the race does not fully circumscribe the shuttle, it
is usually some set of guides, like rolling plastic wheels, as seen in Figure 2.9, that hold
the shuttle in the designated pathway. There is an opening in the race in which the shuttle
can open and close.

Figure 2.10 Wire movement during toroid winding. Here the shuttle (represented by the
dashed lines) pulls the wire counter-clockwise around the toroid’s cross-section. The
striped section is the cross-section of the toroid (Pederson, 2004).

Figure 2.11 A 120mm transformer wound with a Ruff toroid winding head (Ruff, 2002).
This toroid is a result of the winding described in Figure 2.10 above.
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The intent behind the process of winding a toroidal core is to accurately wind
copper wire into the center of the toroid, around the outside, and back through the center
again, over and over as in Figure 2.10. A sample of a core wound on a toroidal coil
winding machine is in Figure 2.11. The process is achieved in a few simple steps. First,
the shuttle is opened and inserted into the center of some toroid-shaped core. In Figure
2.11 the core is the white ring that the copper wire is wound on. The shuttle is then
closed. To understand the relationship of the shuttle and toroid, they now look like two
rings that are interconnected. Next, wire from a spool of copper wire is attached to the
shuttle which is then spun, pulling the wire around the shuttle but not around the core yet.
Toroidal coil winding shuttles of this type are called magazines. When enough wire to
wind the toroidal core is wound onto the shuttle, the shuttle stops and the wire is cut. The
end of the copper wire is then attached to the toroidal core. Again the shuttle spins, this
time placing one circumferential line of copper around the toroid’s side each time it
revolves. The toroidal core is rotated in synchronization with the shuttle’s spinning to
prevent wire overlap.
Toroidal coil winding as a process has some uses and limitations that it will be
helpful to understand. Generally the toroidal cores that are wound are very small, so the
profile of the shuttle must be very small to fit inside the centers of the toroids. There is
some amount of copper wire that must fit on the small-profiled shuttle and still fit
through the center of the toroid. This amount of wire could be relatively large. To make
enough volume of space in the shuttle to hold the wire, the diameter of the shuttle can be
increased considerably, holding the shuttle profile constant, and it can still wind the core.
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When manufacturing toroidal coils usually some pattern of copper wires are
wound followed by some tape that is wound around the coil in essentially the same way
by a tape winding machine as seen in Figure 2.12. One limitation in the toroidal coil
winding process is that when the shuttle is fully loaded with wire, the shuttle cannot be
“opened” without cutting all the wires. However, there are taping machines of a different
design (Figure 2.13) that can also wrap toroids and open without cutting the material on
the magazine, because spools are used instead of the magazine to hold the material. But
the inner diameter of the toroids must be much larger.

Figure 2.12 Model RWE-ECON tape winding machine
from Ruff, Inc. winds up to 160 RPMs (Ruff, 2002).
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2.2.2.3.2

TAPE WINDING TOROIDS

There is another type of toroid winding system that is used in manufacturing
electrical devices. It is similar to the toroidal coil winding machines. It has a shuttle and
a race. The difference lies in how the rolled tape is not wound around the shuttle making
it a magazine like in Figure 2.12, but the tape is held in rolls that sit and spin on the
shuttle as seen in Figure 2.13. This creates a machine with a different function because
the spools of tape do not interfere with the opening and closing of the shuttle.

Figure 2.13 Tape head with 2 tape rollers and simple
tape tension system (Ruff, 2002).

The inner diameter of toroids that can be wound with tape this way must be much
larger than those previously mentioned, because the entire roll of tape must fit through
the center of the toroidal core. The profile of the shuttle and the roll of tape combined
must be smaller than the inner diameter of the toroidal core.
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With tape winding, the tape is wound progressively and overlapped on itself to
protect the wires inside. The winding in Figure 2.13 is hoop winding as described in
Figure 1.2. One circuit of taping is all that is needed to adequately cover the wires. The
tape is not used as a structural member. In all of these toroidal coil winding machines
and tape winding machines the copper wire and the tape are not intended to be structural
like carbon fiber. The core around which they are wrapped provides the structure for the
devices made. With tape winding, the angle at which the tape is wrapped is not critical
so long as the wire is adequately covered. In filament winding the angle the fiber is
placed at is critical to fully use the strengths of the composite.
2.2.2.3.3

ROEBEL BAR MANUFACTURING

There is a tape winding machine, the type with the spools, of particular interest
that is used to wind Roebel bars with mica insulation tape. Roebel bars are very long
electrical components of huge turbo generators. The winding head (similar in concept to
the one in Figure 2.13) is mounted to a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) gantry
that moves it along a complex path while the tape is wound around the surface as in
Figure 2.14. This is essentially just a tape winding machine with CNC motion controls.
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Figure 2.14 Winding mica tape on Roebel bars with a robotic system
(Tari,Yoshida, Sekito, Allison, Breutsch, & Lutz, 2001).

2.2.2.4 WHICH LOTUS SHAPES CAN BE PROCESSED?
The assembly types listed above include the toroidal coil winding machine, the
taping machine, and the taping machine on the gantry to make Roebel bars. Each of
these is an open-able, center-less wheel. Each of these has some continuous material like
copper wire or tape, it winds or wraps onto various shapes. The function of these
machines is very similar to the Lotus machine. If with each of these processes, prepreg
carbon were used, then which processes could make which Lotus shapes as they are
defined in Chapter 3?
The toroidal coil winding and tape winding machines like those in Figure 2.9 and
Figure 2.12 respectively can wind material onto the L, O, and U shapes. This type of
machine cannot open and close without cutting the continuous material as is necessary to
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wind the T shapes. Therefore it cannot connect O shapes to L or U shapes, because a T
shape would be required to do that. It could connect L and U shapes because there is no
T shape necessary between these. These toroidal winding machines are not set up to
wind S shapes, because they generally have a lot of machinery at the back of the
machine, prohibiting access there. They can wind the U shapes because they do take up
slack and can wind off-center of the work envelope’s center.
The taping machine seen in Figure 2.13 can wind L, O, and T shapes. If it has a
constant tension and take-up mechanism for tension, it can also make the U and S shapes.
It is not optimized for winding complex shapes, because its profile of tape is so large that
the inner diameter of O shapes must be quite large just to get the rolls of tape to fit. This
setup is very similar to the setup for the Lotus machine. The machine pictured has a Cshaped race and probably an 80-20 shuttle, meaning that it closes (100%) but 20% or so
of the shuttle opens to let O and T shapes in.
The taping machine on the gantry in Figure 2.14 can readily make the L shape. If
it can open and close, then it can also make O and T shapes. If it has a constant tension
and take-up mechanism it could wind the U shape, except it is not set up in a format that
could do a good job of that because the work envelope is small compared to the crosssectioned profile of the machine. Though it is obviously adequate for what it is doing in
the figure. Notice that it the taping machine is hanging down from the gantry in a U
shape. The machine is designed to have a small profile so that it can flexibly make
complex shapes, like the S shape class. This taping machine can accurately place
material all down the complex length of the Roebel bars. This machine appears to have a
50-50 race and shuttle setup.
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These open-able center-less wheels that open and close are useful for
manufacturing. Their application has been in obscure processes that manufacture
electrical components. Perhaps the separation between the electrical devices
manufacturing industry and composites manufacturing industry has kept this technology
from the composites industry. There is definitely a use for it in composites. The Lotus
filament winding process intends to show that. The Lotus machine is in concept very
similar to the three types of machines listed above.
2.2.3 CONCLUSION
People are given mixed advice about problem solving; they are told to think
outside the box, but don’t reinvent the wheel. This adage about not reinventing the wheel
could contribute to the obscurity of the center-less wheel in common usage and in
manufacturing processes.
Flexible manufacturing effectiveness with the center-less wheel depends on the
ability of the wheel to be readily open-able. There are many manufacturing machines
that could be redesigned to be based on the concept of a center-less and open-able wheel.
Machines with a center-less and open-able wheel will be able to manufacture complex
shapes based on the Lotus shapes. If a Lotus machine were made to hold the tools of a
lathe or a mill, then it could make non-linear shapes like the Lotus shapes.
Processes for manufacturing composites could gain a lot by redesigning their
processes to be more flexible for complex part shapes. With some modification the
taping machines above could readily make all the Lotus shapes.
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2.3 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR COMPOSITES

There are quite a few processes for manufacturing composites. The ones that will
be discussed here can be split up into 3 groups; first, those that make only engineering
composites, next, those that in certain circumstances can make advanced composites, but
generally make engineering composites, and last, those processes that solely make
advanced composites.

Table 2.2 Manufacturing process for composites
Engineering Composites
Engineering and Advanced
Composites
Spray-up
Pultrusion
Injection molding
Pulforming
Hand Lay-up
Braiding
Resin Transfer Molding

Advanced Composites
Roll wrapping
Filament winding
Automated Tape
Lamination

Some composites manufacturing processes are resigned to making engineering
composites because of the physical limitations of the manufacturing process, these
include, spray-up and injection molding. Some processes are capable of making parts for
engineering composites or advanced composites, these include, pultrusion, pulforming,
hand lay-up, braiding, and Resin Transfer Molding. Other processes are specifically
designed to manufacture advanced composites, these include roll wrapping (tube rolling),
Automated Tape Lamination, and filament winding (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.677).
There will not be an in-depth description of every composites manufacturing
method here. The focus of this thesis is on filament winding and advanced composites.
The other processes will be presented so that they can be compared with filament
winding and an ideal composites manufacturing process.
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2.3.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR ENGINEERING COMPOSITES
Manufacturing processes for engineering composites use short fibers because they
interfere less with the ability to mold the resin. These processes are concerned with
molding the resin and do not want the fibers in the way. Manufacturing processes for
advanced composites on the other hand are concerned with keeping the fibers continuous
and aligned throughout the part, and with providing even coverage of the fibers with resin
(Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.677).
2.3.2.1 SPRAY-UP
Spray-up is a composites manufacturing process that shoots chopped fibers and
resin. The fibers are not continuous or aligned. Fiber content is limited to about 35% in
spray-up manufacturing (Groover, 1999, p.380). These are some of the reasons this
process is an engineering composites manufacturing process.
There are many positive features to spray-up. The composite materials can be
sprayed onto complex molds and can coat surfaces quickly and with nearly repeatable
density. Additional labor is required to press the fibers down. This process requires
good ventilation and lots of protection for the operator because “some of the volatile
emissions from the liquid resins are hazardous.” If the process is automated it can be
done in sealed-off areas to protect laborers (Groover, 1999, p.380).
Spray-up is the most common composites manufacturing process. It is used to
make a lot of things including boats, camper shells, showers, bath tubs, and hot tubs.
None of the products made by spray-up require materials that are extremely high
performance. They also can allow some material flex.
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2.3.2.2 INJECTION MOLDING
In injection molding, chopped fibers are mixed with resin and injected into a
closed mold. The fibers are not aligned and they are too small to be continuous. High
resin content is necessary for the composite to flow into the mold.
Injection molding is a fast process that is inexpensive in large quantities.
Injection molded parts have high quality surfaces on all sides (Groover, 1999, p.385).
2.3.3 CROSS-OVER MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Some composites manufacturing processes can cross-over from making
engineering composites to advanced composites. Part of the description of an advanced
composite is that its continuous and aligned fibers are precisely placed in multiple layers.
Pultrusion, pulforming, and weaving are not capable of placing fibers in any variable
orientation on any layer. However, if the design of the part required that the fibers be
placed in exactly the orientation that these processes can readily make then there would
be no issue, these processes can produce advanced composites.
2.3.3.1 PULTRUSION
Pultrusion is a continuous process that pulls continuous, resin-impregnated fibers,
into a heated die where they are cured (Figure 2.15). This process produces parts with a
normally constant cross-section. These parts may be tubes or i-beams or other long
constant cross-section parts. This process may appear to resemble extrusion of aluminum
or thermoplastics. This is an easily automated process that is highly efficient, using about
95% of its raw materials (Strong, Fundamentals, 1989, p.127).
Pultrusion is generally not considered an advanced composite process because it
normally aligns its fibers along the axis of pultrusion. If a design required that all fibers
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were aligned along this axis, then a pultruded part could be considered an advanced
composite. However, Strong informs us that strips of mat or cloth can be pulled into the
die and compressed with the other fibers to add reinforcement in directions other than
along the machine direction (Plastics, 2000, p.668). So, while pultrusion can make
advanced composite parts, not all parts it makes are advanced composite parts.

Figure 2.15 Pultrusion process
(Groover, 1999, p. 389).

2.3.3.2 PULFORMING
Pulforming is essentially pultruding with additional steps to change the shape of
the pultruded part (Figure 2.16). It is used to form semi-circular parts of somewhat
variable cross-section. This is how leaf springs are made (Groover, 1999, p.389,390).
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Figure 2.16 Pulforming process
(Groover, 1999, p. 389).

2.3.3.3 HAND LAY-UP
Hand lay-up of composites is the process capable of making the most complex
composite shapes. It is a process that takes considerable time and has a significant degree
of part variation. It is also a process that exposes the laborer to the hazardous
environment created by noxious resins and unforgiving fibers. Hand lay-up is not a
process that can be sped up considerably.
The quality of construction is the factor that determines whether a hand-laid part
is an engineering composite or an advanced composite. Unidirectional sheets can be cut
and placed precisely where they need to be and at the proper angles too. But if the
construction quality is lacking the part may not perform as well as it was designed to.
Hand lay-up has some very big advantages and disadvantages. Skilled laborers
can lay-up complex parts quite accurately. But hand lay-up has high labor costs because
it takes considerable time to do properly.
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2.3.3.4 BRAIDING
Braiding is similar to the Lotus filament winding process. When Dr. Strong saw
video of the Lotus filament winding machine winding a part he said the machine could be
called a “modified braiding machine.” Instead of focusing on the capabilities of braiding,
the focus will be on some of the limitations inherent in braiding. These are meant to
show how it differs from filament winding and ideal advanced composite manufacturing
processes.
One of the limits inherent in braiding is the angles the fibers are wound at. It is
not a process where 0 degree and 90 degree fibers can be wound. Braids are instead
woven together at long angles rather than at right angles (Lee, 2004).
Braiding is done by weaving two sets of tows together. These sets of tows are
mounted on two wheels that spin opposite each other about the same central axis and the
part being braided (Figure 2.17). The braiding machine is based on the center-less wheel.
If the braiding machine was made so that it could open and close then it could probably
make the Lotus shapes.
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Figure 2.17 Braiding machine. Computer-controlled 144 carrier braiding machine in the
process of forming a fiberglass monocoque chassis for a composite racing car
(Research, 2004).

While the braided fibers are continuous, they do not fulfill the advanced
composite requirement that they be aligned at any angle prescribed by laminate design
theory. Also, while a weave or braid inherently has some mechanical benefits, like
torsional strength and resistance to shear, it also comes at the expense of the ultimate
strength of the fibers, because the over-and-under bending of the fibers makes the weave
susceptible to crimping which reduces the composite’s strength (Lee, 2004).
Braided cloth preforms have difficulty with draping properly around complex 3D
curves. Wrinkling occurs because the area on the outside of a curve is dramatically
different from the area on the inside of the curve, but the braiding process provides the
same amount of fiber to the inner and outer radii of the curve. This means that while
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fibers may be spread out sparsely around the outside of a curve, they will be bunched up
around the inside of the curve (Sharma, Porat, Atkinson & Potluri, 2000, p.60).
Braided or woven parts rank in strength below those made with unidirectional
fibers. While braided or woven parts may not always technically be considered
advanced, they are definitely at the high end of engineering composites (Strong, Plastics,
2000, p.650).
Braiding is done with dry fiber tows. It is commonly used to make preforms
(described below). This means that braiding requires another process for infusing the
fibers with resin.
2.3.3.5 RESIN TRANSFER MOLDING
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) is a secondary process. It uses preforms that were
made by other processes. Preforms are dry fibers shaped like the end product will be,
except they have just enough resin in them to tack them together. These preforms are put
into a closed mold, injected with resin and cured in the mold.
Preforms can be made by hand or by braiding, filament winding, or any process
that can place dry fibers. The Lotus filament winding process could make preforms of
high complexity with dry fibers. The preforms can be made in a way that they will make
advanced composites, this depends on the process that made the preform.
2.3.4 ADVANCED COMPOSITES MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Manufacturing processes for advanced composites are designed to keep the fibers
continuous and aligned and to provide even coverage of the fibers with resin throughout
the part (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.677). In section 2.1.2 above some of the standards for
advanced composites are explained in some detail.
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2.3.4.1 TUBE ROLLING
Tube rolling, also known as roll wrapping, is simple. Take a tube as a mandrel.
Take a precut prepreg mat or sheet of unidirectional fibers and roll the tube so that the
sheet rolls around the tube. This is a process that is done by hand. Fibers that are as long
as the circuit length can be used. The fibers can be oriented in any direction on any layer.
Over-wrap the tube with compression tape and cure it.
The tubes have continuous, aligned fibers. They are cheap to make and
considered to be advanced composites. While tube rolling makes high quality parts
cheaply it is only capable of making tubes with a linear central axis. This means that it is
not a process for making complex shapes.
2.3.4.2 AUTOMATED TAPE LAMINATION
Automated Tape Lamination (ATL) is a very expensive and slow process. It is a
process that focuses its abilities on laying unidirectional fibers on complex somewhat flat
shapes, like wing surfaces for fighter planes. After the ATL machine gets to the end of
placing a tape of prepreg fiber, it cuts it and places another tape of fiber next to it. The
fibers placed by ATL are generally as long as the circuit length, unless the ATL machine
cannot reach into a certain shape.
ATL is a relatively new process that requires a huge capital expenditure. It is a
process that is used to make parts that could conceivably be made by hand but that
require more precision. ATL can make parts with re-entrant curvature. It is possible that
an ATL head could be placed on a Lotus machine to make complex shapes with reentrant curvature.
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2.3.4.3 FILAMENT WINDING - TRADITIONAL
Filament winding can be split into two categories, traditional and non-traditional.
Traditional filament winding uses a spinning mandrel and a traversing fiber placement
eye. It was developed in the late 1940s and early 1950s (Hyer, 1998, p.603). Today’s
advanced filament winding machines are based on technology developed for lathes. The
lathe is based on the common wheel. There are some limitations in access caused by this.
Traditional filament winding is limited to making straight tubular shapes (Figure
1.1). This is because the mandrel must have a rotational axis on which to spin and wind
itself with fiber (Strong, Plastics, 2000, p.667).
Filament winding pulls continuous fiber from spools and places the fiber on the
rotating mandrel (Figure 1.2). The continuous fiber in filament winding is considerably
longer than other processes because the fiber is not cut at all until all the prescribed layers
have been placed on the mandrel. In some cases, like pressure vessels, there is no need to
cut the fibers again. In other cases the wound part is cured and then cut to length.
Filament wound parts that are cut to length have fibers that are as long as they can
possibly be for that layer. These are fibers that are equal to the circuit length. Filament
winding has good layer-to-layer integration of fiber. If filament winding didn’t use
continuous fiber it couldn’t be easily automated. This may be one reason why ATL is
such an expensive process, cutting the fibers at the end of each circuit is probably quite a
complex process. Also ATL can’t pull the fibers snugly against the surface because the
fibers are not securely fastened at each end. Filament wound parts have a structural
advantage over parts made by tube rolling, because the fiber tension in filament winding
maximizes load transfer to the fibers (Calfee, Kelly, 2002).
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Today’s filament winding machines are automated and fiber placement is fast and
accurate.
Filament winding can place fibers on the mandrel at any angle between 5 and 90
degrees (Peters, 1989, p.143). There is some advantage for fibers to be placed at 0
degrees, inline with the central axis, because 0 degree fibers contribute to the ultimate
strength of the composite in compression and tension.
Filament winding is now being used to make shapes that are not just limited to
surfaces of revolution. In a secondary step, the filament wound part can be pressed from
the sides to make shapes like I-beams (Callister, 1997, p.538). Of course I-beams are still
linear. Filament winding is a process that makes parts of such high quality that if it could
be used to wind more complex shapes, it would.
2.3.4.3.1

5-AXIS FILAMENT WINDING

In 1989 at the University of Nottingham software was researched to model CNC
filament winding of non-axisymmetric components. One of their intents was to show
what they could wind with a 5-axis CNC machine (Middleton, 1989, p.137). They
modeled the winding of a tee shape (Figure 2.18) with their CNC machine using a lathe
and a robot arm (see Figure 2.19). The small triangle at the top of Figure 2.19 is the
spindle center of the lathe.
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Figure 2.18 A tee shape modeled in CAD with a 45 degree pass
(Middleton, 1989, p.142).

Figure 2.19 A CAD modeled 5-Axis CNC Filament winding setup
winding the tee shape in Figure 2.20 (Middleton, 1989, p.143).

Some tees and elbows (see Figure 2.20, 2.21) have been made using CNC
winding software developed called CADWIND (Material, 2004). It is probable that these
components were made using a setup similar to that in Figure 2.19. If so, then it is
probable that what we see in Figure 2.20 & 2.21 are representative of the manufacturing
capability of the setup in Figure 2.19. If this is true, then the tee and elbow are just meant
to be components added to a larger system like in Figure 2.21 (the author has found no
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evidence to the contrary). The manufacturing setup shown in Figure 2.19 cannot make
the Lotus L or T shapes to the spec of having legs of unlimited length (Chapter 3). This
is important to note because the Lotus machine is capable of making objects that are very
complex with multiple elbows and tees throughout, not using component pieces that must
be bonded, but using uncut fiber construction, improving overall specific strength by
increasing fiber length, fiber integration and lowering the weight of the final part by not
having to build in overcompensation areas for bonded joints.

Figure 2.20 CNC made tee and elbow pieces
(Material, 2004).

Figure 2.21 CNC filament wound tee and elbow pieces in use
(Material, 2004).
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2.3.4.4 FILAMENT WINDING – NON-TRADITIONAL
Non-traditional filament winding is a system where the mandrel doesn’t spin, but
the assembly holding the fiber spools instead spins around the mandrel. This technology
is based on the center-less wheel.
While non-traditional filament winding is “promising”, in practice it is used to do
the same thing traditional filament winding already does, make straight tubes (Strong,
Plastics, p.644). See Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 for the images of the two processes of this
type the author could source.
While non-traditional filament winding uses center-less and in the case of Figure
1.3 open-able shuttles, no evidence has been found that shows it has been used to make
shapes other than straight tubes with constant cross-sections.
2.3.5 FEATURES OF AN IDEAL COMPOSITES MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Manufacturing processes are limited in the types and shapes of objects they can
make. The processes also limit the types of materials they can handle. What are some
features that would make an ideal composites manufacturing process?
An ideal composites manufacturing process would make advanced composites of
complex shapes with ideal performance qualities (these features are described above in
sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). It would also be a process that is fast, reliable, inexpensive, and
safe. There may not be one process that has all these features, but there is no harm in
listing some ideals to design for.
2.3.5.1 FAST
While the process of placing uncut, circuit length, or continuous fibers takes some
time, it should be done as quickly as possible. An ideal composites manufacturing
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process should have a high rate of fiber placement. This is most easily accomplished by
processes that have a high degree of automation.
The time it takes to make a part on an expensive machine also adds to the cost of
the end part. An ideal process must also be easy to work with so that it has quick changeover times, from part to part, and from one type of part to a different part type. The
changeovers will most likely be done by hand, but should be as efficient as possible to be
quick.
2.3.5.2 RELIABLE
An ideal composites manufacturing process will be able to make large quantities
of reliable parts, consistently. Reliable parts will require the fiber placement to be within
tight tolerances. If the fibers are placed consistently and accurately then the appearance
of the external surface will also be consistent. One of the problems with hand lay-up is
that the parts don’t always look the same, and they often look shoddy. Processes with
high degrees of automation make parts that are more reliable.
2.3.5.3 INEXPENSIVE
While processes that make advanced composites may be complex, to be ideal,
they also need to be inexpensive. Labor is the biggest recurring contributor to costs of
composite manufacturing. Again, automated processes have the potential to have the
lowest recurring costs.
2.3.5.4 SAFE
Any manufacturing process should be as safe as possible for employees working
around it. An ideal composites manufacturing process would be one where the
employee’s risk is minimized or non-existent. The employee should not have to breathe
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the noxious vapors from the resins, nor should he have to get tiny fibers in his skin or his
lungs. The employee should also be out of range of any automated equipment that could
do him harm.
An ideal composites manufacturing process would allow the laborer to be totally
separate from the dangers of the process, the resins, and the fibers. He should be able to
observe the process and stop it at any time he deems necessary.
2.3.6 CONCLUSION
An ideal composites manufacturing process will have to be automated, make
complex shapes, be safe, inexpensive, and make parts of long and oriented fibers. No
existing process fulfills all these requirements. Filament winding fulfills all the
requirements except for the ability to make complex shapes. The Lotus filament winding
process does what traditional filament winding does and it can make complex shapes. An
automated Lotus filament winding process would be an ideal composites manufacturing
process.

2.4 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE

Composites are made of two phases, the matrix phase and the fiber reinforcement
phase. Engineering composites are those where the mechanical properties are dominated
by the matrix phase. These have short, randomly oriented fibers. Engineering
composites have lower performance properties than advanced composites.
Advanced composites are those where the mechanical properties of the composite
are dominated by the reinforcement phase. These have long or continuous fibers that are
aligned as prescribed by laminate design theory. Advanced composites are high
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performance and are used extensively for aerospace and other applications where high
specific strength, high specific stiffness, or low thermal conductivity is required.
While advanced composites are considered to be very high-tech and better than
other materials, some advanced composites more fully utilize the ultimate strengths of the
composite constituents than others. An advanced composite that can fully utilize the
strengths of the composite materials without introducing any excess material may be
called an ideal advanced composite. While it may not be possible to make a perfect
advanced composite, knowing some of the theoretical features of one provides a basis for
design of an ideal advanced composites manufacturing process.
Many standard and composites manufacturing processes have been based on the
common wheel. A relatively new and obscure concept of the wheel that is center-less
and open-able offers a new basis for manufacturing systems design that may offer more
design freedom and flexibility to manufacturing processes. Many of the common tools
these manufacturing systems use could be applied to work surfaces with a Lotus machine.
The Lotus process is not just limited to filament winding.
An ideal composite is one where the ultimate strengths of the composite are
realized without introducing any weakness. An ideal composite manufacturing process is
one that makes ideal advanced composites and is fast, reliable, inexpensive, and safe.
Filament winding is a process that is close to being ideal, its biggest drawback is that it
can only process rotational shapes that are wound on a central axis, or plainly, it only
makes straight tubes. CNC-Filament winding makes tees and elbows, but these
components are by no means the solution to the needs of the composites industry.
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If a new composite manufacturing process were developed that could make
considerably more complex shapes, using the filament winding process, this process may
more closely approach the ideal than any existing process. Lotus filament winding is
such a process.
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3 METHODOLOGY

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

There is a need in the composites manufacturing industry for better manufacturing
processes. They need to be more automated, and need to make complex shapes without
sacrificing the fantastic properties of the materials. A proposed process called the Lotus
filament winding process can manufacture complex shapes of the same high quality as
traditional filament winding by using uncut, continuous and aligned fibers.
The Lotus filament winding process provides only a partial solution to
manufacturing complex parts because it cannot manufacture all classes of shapes.
However, it will process five new shape classes, the Lotus shapes, to show that this new
process makes parts of new complexity while maintaining the standard of quality set by
traditional filament winding.
This chapter will describe a Lotus machine and the Lotus shapes. It will conclude
by giving the basic design for the Lotus shapes to be wound for this research.
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3.2 LOTUS MACHINE DESIGN

The basics of a Lotus machine are simple. There is a center-less open-able wheel
called a shuttle, that when closed, is constrained to one degree of freedom by a race. The
shuttle spins like a wheel in the race. The race is the groove that holds the shuttle in its
circular course around a central axis, which is the center of the machine’s work envelope.
The race does the job of an axle, by keeping the shuttle rotating about a central axis, but it
looks different because it is center-less and relatively large. Also, there is a drive
mechanism that spins the shuttle. All of these components and their relationship are
shown in Figure 3.1. Last, a special tool can be attached (like in Figure 3.3) to the shuttle
that takes advantage of the access provided by the Lotus machine design to accomplish
some kind of work on a mandrel or work-piece inside the machine’s work envelope.

Figure 3.1 Basic Lotus machine design. Left – Half of a 50-50 geared Lotus machine.
The other end of the driver is the small circle on the face of the race. Right – The
same machine closed. The machine can only open when the shuttle’s and race’s
parting lines are aligned. In this picture they are not aligned, serving to lock
them together. Here, the driver turns clockwise, spinning the shuttle
counterclockwise, as indicated by the arrows.
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3.2.1 SPECIAL TOOL
Figure 3.2 shows a generic special tool attached to a Lotus machine. The special
tool is attached firmly to the shuttle. As the shuttle rotates around the mandrel, so does
the special tool. The special tool is whatever tool is used to process a work-piece or
mandrel.
The special tool could be any tool, like a drill, an end mill, a paint brush, a MIG
welder, an Automated Tape Lamination head, a laser, a sander, an electrical components
placing tool, a camera, a printer, sensors, a cutting tool (to make an inverted lathe), a pipe
cutter, a tree branch cutter, a tree branch grafting tool (wrapping), etc. Basically any tool
can be put on the shuttle of a Lotus machine. Some will require power and controls, but
this isn’t impossible. At worst there could be local battery power and a wireless control
on the shuttle. At best, the controls and electricity would be transmitted to the tools
through the shuttle from the race.

Figure 3.2 Lotus machine tool movement. The 4 positions of the special tool and the
arrows show how the shuttle circumnavigates the mandrel and gives the special tool
access to the inside of this O shaped mandrel.
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The Lotus machine has one axis of movement, just like a normal wheel, on which
are based so many manufacturing processes; lathes, mills, drills, grinders, etc. But the
access the Lotus machine provides to a tool is different from what a wheel gives. It’s
inverted. One way to think of it is, if a wheel can do work radially outward on 360
degrees of its surface, then the Lotus machine can do work radially inward within the 360
degrees in its center. It makes it possible for the Lotus machine to process complex
shapes like the Lotus shapes, continuously. Incidentally, the Lotus machine also has the
ability to do work radially outward on some portion of 360 degrees depending on how
much of its outside is used for the drive mechanism and to hold the machine.
Now, one advantage the Lotus machine provides is that it circumnavigates (goes
all the way around) the mandrel, tree branch, or whatever, continuously (without stopping
or being interrupted). This can be inferred from Figure 3.2. Some manufacturing
processes stand to benefit from this continuous access. Some of these processes are those
that must apply some continuous material to a surface, like copper wire or tape on a
toroid (Figure 2.11), and carbon fiber on a mandrel (Chapter 5). In addition to these
electrical and composite products, other products that require the material they are made
of to be continuous should also be considered for redesign to be manufactured by the
Lotus process.
The design of a Lotus machine and the size and shape range of parts it can make
are inter-dependent. One must either design a machine to manufacture a part (or series of
parts) or design a part so that it can be manufactured by a given Lotus machine. Special
tools can be modified, or replaced so that one machine can flexibly manufacture multiple
sizes or shapes.
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Instead of focusing on the other manufacturing processes the Lotus machine is
capable of, the focus of Chapter 3 will be on the Lotus filament winding machine. With
this Lotus machine the special tool is a spool (Figure 3.3) of composite fiber, preferably
prepreg, which stands to benefit by being placed continuously on the Lotus shapes.

Figure 3.3 An empty spool. A spool of composite fiber is the special tool used by
the Lotus filament winding machine.

The fiber must be placed on the mandrel with some constant tension. Tension can
be applied to the fibers through the spool or directly on the fibers. In the case of the U
shapes a take-up mechanism may need to be used to take-up the slack caused by offcenter winding.
Many spools can fit on a shuttle at the same time increasing the rate of fiber laydown. The amount of fiber carried by the spools is limited by the design of the Lotus
machine and the Lotus shapes. Ideally enough fiber can be carried on all the spools that
fit on the shuttle to wind each shape entirely so that the fiber need never be cut. In some
cases the spools will not hold enough fiber for an entire part and will need to be replaced,
which is not difficult. The Lotus shapes will be made with various spool configurations
(similar to Figure 3.4), like one spool, two spools, four spools, and two spools (one
carbon and one glass) in a hybrid setup.
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Figure 3.4 Some Lotus machine setups for spools. It is good to balance the spools
across from each other so that the tension of one is balanced by the one opposite it.

The spools for this research have resistive tension that allows them to spin, but
should pull the fiber snugly to the mandrel’s surface.
The minimum size of the inner diameter of a spool is limited by the modulus of
the fibers wound on it. The fibers with the highest modulus will break if wrapped around
a spool that is too small.
3.2.2 SHUTTLE, RACE, AND DRIVER
The shuttle, race, and driver are all dependent on each other for shape. The
shuttle is guided in its rotation by the race. The driver spins the shuttle without spinning
the race. The driver will often be mounted within the race.
The shuttle acts as the carrier of the special tool. It carries the special tool around
the race and therefore around the mandrel. The shuttle must be center-less to provide the
special tool continuous access to the Lotus shapes. The shuttle must be open-able to
cross-over the O shapes and intersections. A few types of shuttles that can open are the
C-shaped shuttle, the split shuttle, and the hinged shuttle.
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Figure 3.5 C-shaped Lotus machine. In this machine, the shuttle and race are both Cshaped. The shuttle and race are each about 90% of a full circle.

3.2.2.1 C-SHAPED SHUTTLE
A C-shaped shuttle is one where the shuttle is not a 360 degree ring, but some
percentage, like 80% or 90% (see Figure 3.4) so that the shuttle maintains its circular
shape, but is open when aligned with the race. A C-shaped shuttle is best served by a Cshaped race with a comparable opening size. Special considerations for the drive
mechanism must be made so that when the open section of the shuttle passes the drive
there is no disruption in progress. This can be accomplished with multiple contact points
between the drive and the shuttle in the form of multiple wheels or by use of a drive belt.
A C-shaped machine is open when the opening of the shuttle is aligned with the opening
in the race (the machine in Figure 3.5 is aligned), this allows the machine to cross over
when making T shapes and when going inside O shapes. There is only one position for a
C-shaped shuttle to be considered open. The C-shaped Lotus machine requires no
additional machinery to automate the opening and closing of the machine (cost savings),
but the size of cross-section it can cross over is limited by the size of the race’s C-shaped
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opening. If the race’s opening is wide, the leading edge of the rotating shuttle, which
tends to twist when given any play, will bend as it goes towards the opposite opening
groove in the race, and potentially it will miss its mark and hit the race. (The author is
sure of it, because it happened to him with the C-shaped prototype Lotus machine in
Figure 1.5. The opening in the race in that figure is very large, but the opening in the
shuttle is only about 4 inches wide.)
While the C-shaped machine’s opening size limits the size of mandrel crosssection it can cross over, the machine can be repositioned to a part of the mandrel it can
fit over and then brought again to the section it needs to wind. This may work, but
managing the trailing fibers might be difficult. Optimally mandrels and C-shaped Lotus
machine sizes can be accounted for in the design phase to pre-empt potential problems.
To be clear, the C-shaped Lotus machine can wind mandrels as large as its work
envelope, but it can only open and cross over areas with a cross-section it can fit over
when open.
Also this opening could potentially be an area of safety concern for the operator,
the mandrel, and the machine because the shuttle will essentially be passing through the
opening every rotation. One potential solution for this is to have a hinged race that can
close to protect the opening area and help align the shuttle. Another is to have a Cshaped shuttle with a hinged section that closes the C’s opening making it an O. Many of
the toroid winding machines (like in Figure 2.12 and 2.13) have a hinge on them that
opens and closes this way.
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3.2.2.2 SPLIT SHUTTLE
Toroid winding (section 2.2.2.3.1) also uses a shuttle design, called a split
magazine (like in Figure 2.9), where the shuttle is a full 360 degree circle, but there is a
cut on one side of it so that it tangs (it looks like one turn of a coil spring or a split lock
washer). It is used for winding very small toroids with finished core inner diameters of
down to 2.5mm (Ruff, 2002, p.31). When the copper wire is wound around this shuttle it
is probably the copper that keeps this small shuttle aligned. A shuttle that tangs like this
would have to be flexible enough to open wide and rigid enough to work. Again, the
requirements of making all the Lotus shapes, especially the T shape prohibit the use of a
magazine style shuttle, because it can’t open if its not empty, and if its empty then the
winding will not be uncut (though it would fit the technical definition of continuous in
composites manufacturing it is still not ideal). Not all manufacturing circumstances will
require uncut material, and this split magazine style shuttle is capable of winding very
small architecture of connected L, U, and S shapes and separately O shapes, as long as
they are not connected with a T shape.
On the other hand a split shuttle could make all the Lotus shapes if the material
were stored in a way that the shuttle could open without cutting the material. If the
material were held on spools attached to the shuttle, then it would work, though the
opening process for this split shuttle or split magazine is a bit more abstract and may be
more difficult to automate than for the other shuttles discussed.
3.2.2.3 HINGED SHUTTLE
The hinged Lotus machine (Figure 3.1 & Figure 1.6) is one where the shuttle is a
full 360 degrees around when closed. The shuttle, when open, is split into two sections
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that together sum up to 360 degrees. This shuttle may have a hinge on it or the hinge
may reside in the race. The race for a hinged shuttle may be 360 degrees or less, but
must align with the opening lines of the shuttle so they can open together. A preferable
setup for a hinged shuttle is a 50-50 setup where the shuttle is in 180 degree halves
(Figure 3.1 – Right). In that machine the hinge is on the race, not the shuttle. The 50-50
Lotus setup is advantageous because when open, the size of mandrel it can cross over is
as large or larger than the diameter of the work envelope. This means that it can work
with larger mandrels more easily than the split or C-shaped setup. Another advantage of
the 50-50 shuttle and race is that, when open, the shuttle can be quickly and completely
removed from the race and another shuttle installed because it has the clearance to slide
right in (Figure 5.4).
3.2.2.4 RACE
The race has been discussed in some detail already. Simply, the race is the part of
the machine that keeps the shuttle aligned around a central axis point. The race can
closely follow the shape of the shuttle like in Figures 3.1 & 3.4, or it can be a number of
rolling wheels and guides that keep the shuttle in line, like in Figure 2.9. The race
usually works in unison with the driver by holding the shuttle firmly against it.
With the 50-50 hinged Lotus machine in this paper the race was designed to hold
the shuttle in place when the machine is opened. This is because the shuttle in this setup
is basically two halves that could fall out if there wasn’t an inside lip to the race to hold
them when it opens. The machine opens on the axis of the hinge as seen in Figure 5.2.
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3.2.2.5 DRIVER
The drive mechanism spins the shuttle. Figure 3.6 shows a CAD model of the
driver used for this research, the actual driver is shown in Figure 5.8. This driver is
shown in its place in Figure 3.1 and 5.7. This drive gear has only one point of interaction
with the shuttle. Some shuttles, like the C-shaped shuttles need more points of contact, in
fact drivers for C-shaped machines will probably need to be belt driven. The toroid
winding machine in Figure 2.9 is belt driven.

Figure 3.6 The driver and its relation to the geared outside edge of the shuttle.

3.2.2.6 SLEEVE
The sleeve is connected to the race and neither of them rotates. The sleeve
protects the manufacturing process in three ways: it protects the Lotus machine from the
mandrel, the operator from the Lotus machine and the mandrel from the Lotus machine.
Each has the potential of hitting and damaging the other. See the CAD image of the
sleeve in Figure 3.7 below. The sleeve is particularly useful if the Lotus machine is being
operated by hand. Notice that there is a gap where the spools can be seen, the sleeve
allows fiber to be wound through this gap, but protects the spools and the mandrel from
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each other. A sleeve will not be used in the manufacture of the Lotus shapes for this
paper. With the sleeve in, the shuttle will have to be removed to replace the spools, but
the sleeve will not hinder the removal and installation of the shuttle. As fiber is unwound
from the spools it will possibly pull against the edge of the sleeve when winding helical
and polar windings; this should be accounted for when designing one especially as the
fiber passes the split line (the sleeve will have to open also, like the race and shuttle).

Figure 3.7 A sleeve on a Lotus machine. Notice that the spools are hidden.
This image is made with the same setup as in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2.7 CONCLUSION
For this research paper the selected Lotus machine assembly is the 50-50 geardriven shuttle and hinged race setup. Power will be supplied by a cordless drill directly
to the driver. The special tool for this Lotus machine is a spool of prepreg composite
fiber. A table will be set up with a slot in it where the Lotus machine will fit. The table
is used to keep the mandrels in the vertical center of the machine’s work envelope.
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3.2.3 MANDREL
The object around which the fiber will be wound is called a mandrel. A mandrel
can really be any object that holds its form well. The fiber will form as a surface to the
mandrel. The end shape of the fibers alone is basically tubular (the mandrel forming the
inside).
The Lotus machine’s empty center is called the work envelope. The work
envelope (Figure 3.8) is the space available for a mandrel to pass through even when the
machine is spinning. Since the special tool is intended to interact with the mandrel and it
spins in a circular path, the Lotus machine’s work envelopes will most always be circular.

Figure 3.8 The work envelope of a Lotus machine is usually circular.

In function the Lotus machine is situated perpendicular to the mandrel (Figure
3.9) and as it winds fiber onto the mandrel it moves parallel to the central axis of the
mandrel. Because the work envelope is limited in size the Lotus machine can process
shapes that are tubular, because the mandrel doesn’t spin the machine can process bends
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in tubes (L,U, & S shapes discussed below), and because it can open it can wind into
enclosed architecture (O & T shapes, below). Because the mandrel doesn’t have to rotate
it can be complex (like the Lotus shapes), heavy, huge (like an airplane, building, or
outdoor structure), or a variety of things that are difficult to achieve with mandrels that
must be spun.

Figure 3.9 A mandrel inside a Lotus machine.
The mandrel is perpendicular to the machine.

The mandrel and Lotus machine must move in relation to each other, either the
mandrel can be fed through the center of the shuttle or the shuttle can be maneuvered
over the mandrel.
The mandrel can be either a kept mandrel or a lost mandrel. A kept mandrel is
one where the mandrel is not removed from the core of the finished wound part. This
mandrel may be made of steel, medium density fiberboard, rigid foam, fiber reinforced
honeycomb, a thin metal balloon, or some other material that is intended to become a part
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of the final part. A lost mandrel is one where the mandrel is removed once processing
has been completed. This mandrel may be made of foam, plaster, solu-salt, metal parts,
wax, or anything that functions sufficiently as a mandrel, but also isn’t too incredibly
difficult to remove at the appropriate time. The complex curvature within the Lotus
shapes will make it difficult to remove mandrels that must be taken out in large pieces.

3.3 THE LOTUS SHAPES

The Lotus machine was designed to solve one issue; to be able to continuously
wind enclosed shapes, like toroids (described below as O shapes) with composite fiber
tow. After the solution provided by the center-less open-able wheel was discovered
(independently of the toroid winding machines), the author noticed that this system could
also wind branching shapes with continuous fiber (described below as T shapes). After
presenting this information to Dr. Perry Carter, the chair of the graduate committee for
this research paper, he challenged the author to describe all the shapes the machine could
wind. This seemed a daunting task. The author was reminded of Plato’s focus on “the
forms”, from Dr. Strong’s History of Creativity in the Arts, Sciences, and Technology
class. “But the shapes which pass in and out are likenesses of the eternal existences,
being copied from them in a fashion wondrous and hard to declare” (Plato, Timaeus,
pt.3). It seems he commiserated with the author’s predicament. In the next part he
continues, “But if we could see our way to a great definition couched in brief words, that
would be most seasonable for our present purpose” (pt.4). The author has tried to
describe the most basic shapes the machine can wind as concisely as possible and was
surprised when the shapes seemed to spell the word “LOTUS”.
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The Lotus machine can process straight tubes (traditional filament winding
already makes these), bent tubes (L shapes), enclosed tubes (O shapes), branched tubes
(T shapes), tubes that double back on themselves (U shapes), and tubes that essentially
triple back on themselves (S shapes). The L, O, T, U, and S shape classes are the Lotus
shapes. The main representative forms of the Lotus shapes will be filament wound with
the Lotus machine for this research paper.
Variations of the Lotus shapes will be described after a description of the Lotus
shapes.
3.3.1 THE L SHAPE
The L shape class consists of bent tubes, commonly called elbows, they generally
look like the shape of the letter L. The L shapes are the convergence of two tubular legs
of potentially infinite length that come together at obtuse angles. The range of L shape
angles are from 90 degrees up to 180 degrees (Figure3.10). The change of angle can
happen smoothly with rounded corners or abruptly with hard angled corners; rounded
corners are the preferred form (explained in section 4.4). The size and shape of the L
shapes influence the necessary internal dimensions of the Lotus machine that can process
them. The difference between the L shape and the elbow described in (section 2.3.4.3.1)
is that the legs of an L shape can be potentially infinitely long, because the mandrel
doesn’t have to spin to be wound with the Lotus filament winding method.
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Figure 3.10 The L shape class describes obtuse bends in tubes.
Example a) hard angled corners and b) rounded corners.

3.3.2 THE O SHAPE
The O shape class consists of shapes like toroids and picture frames. They are
called O shapes because they generally resemble the shape of the letter O. The O shapes
are those where there is a perimeter that encloses an empty center. There is a clear inside
and a clear outside to O shapes. The O shapes in Figure 3.11 include shapes made with
rounded corners, hard angled corners and varying cross-sections. Note that all the inside
angles of the O shapes can be described as L shapes except the inside angles of the
triangles which are U shapes. The O shapes require that the Lotus machine open, the
machine then interlocks with and closes around an edge of the O shape, like two
interlocked rings (Figure 3.2), then the machine can wind it.
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Figure 3.11 Examples of the O shape class.

3.3.3 THE T SHAPE

Figure 3.12 Some examples of T shapes.
The T shape class consists of shapes that branch; they generally resemble the
shape of the letter T. This shape class describes the intersection of more than two legs of
potentially infinite length (Figure 3.12). The difference between a T shape and a tee
(section 2.3.4.3.1) is that Lotus filament winding can process T shapes with legs that are
very long, or infinitely long, because the Lotus machine doesn’t have to rotate the T
shapes, like the machine (Figure 2.19) that makes the tees (Figure 2.20) does. The T
shapes require that the Lotus machine be able to open and close while keeping the fiber
continuous, so it can cross over. The T shapes in Figure 3.12 have L shaped legs because
the angles they converge at are from 90 to 180 degrees. In Figure 3.13 we see a T shape
with notation describing the converging shapes.
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Figure 3.13 A T shape with one leg at an acute angle. This figure is noted with L, T,
and U, denoting where these shapes are represented. The L is an obtuse angle,
the U is an acute angle, and the T is the intersection of more than two legs.

3.3.4 THE U SHAPE
The U shape class consists of tubes that are essentially U or V shaped. The U
shapes are two legs of potentially infinite length that come together to form an acute
angle (Figure 3.14).
In Figure 3.14 the first U shape has a definite vertex that is acute. The second U
shape pictured is not as definite, it could be said that this U shape is really two L shapes
back to back. So why is it a U shape and not two L shapes? 1) Because it looks more like
a U than an L, 2) because it is assumed that the Lotus machine will have to wind this U
shape off-center, which is a special process that is not necessary for L shapes. The third
shape in Figure 3.22 shows two adjacent legs coming towards each other at an acute
angle, also considered a U shape because it may make the machine wind off-center.
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Figure 3.14 The U shape class describes acute bends and interfering adjacent tubes. a)
Hard angled corners, b) rounded corners, and c) adjacent interference.The U shape
angles range from 0 up to, but not including, 90 degrees.

The U shape class’s acute angle often will mean that the Lotus machine is
squeezed into the U shape in such a way that the machine will have to wind the legs of
the U shape off-center of the Lotus machine’s work envelope. If the machine is winding
so that the entire cross-section of the mandrel is off-center of the work envelope (like
with some U shapes), even with tension from the spools there will be some slack (this is
where a slack take-up mechanism would be helpful).
3.3.5 THE S SHAPE
The S shape class consists of mandrels that require that the Lotus machine fit
between multiple adjacent mandrels or boundaries. To make sense of this, see Figure
3.15. The S shapes constrain the machine design on the outside edges of the machine.
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Figure 3.15 Examples of S shapes. The S shapes are those that surround the machine
and therefore constrain its outer edges.

3.3.6 3D LOTUS SHAPES
The shapes to be made for this thesis are basically tubular Lotus shapes with their
axes in a single plane. The Lotus machine can also process Lotus shapes where the
shapes have their axes on more than one plane, these are 3D Lotus shapes (Figure 5.16).
3.3.7 SMALL LOTUS SHAPES
There are also smaller shapes which can be made on Lotus machines which do not
have the same limitations as the normal Lotus shapes. These shapes can be described as
Lotus shapes. The smaller shapes can fit well within the work envelope of the machine.
The O shapes are not able to be smaller than the machine profile and therefore are not
capable of being made smaller. Though, with a small split shuttle or other shuttle design
very small O shapes can be made they will not be able to be uncut, but they could
possibly have fibers of circuit or continuous length.
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3.3.8 SHAPE INTEGRATION
The Lotus shapes are meant to be a starting point for describing some shapes that
Lotus machines can process. Using T shapes to connect the other Lotus shapes, an
infinite number of complex shapes can be made. Other distinctive shape classes will
probably be discovered later (one is in Appendix A) but currently these five shapes give
an idea of the capabilities of the Lotus process.
Looking at the letters in the alphabet we see that the lower case L is the only letter
that could be made by traditional filament winding. With the Lotus shapes, one can
describe all the shapes in the alphabet, and can process them all with the Lotus machine.
3.3.9 CROSS-SECTIONS
The Lotus machine will process shapes that are basically tubular in form. In a
tubular form there is some cross-section that can be any shape. In the case of the Lotus
filament winding process, as in the case with filament winding, the process cannot wind
into negative curvature. Negative curvature in a design can be accommodated for by use
of additional molds and pressure after the winding process, as is done with filament
winding. The Lotus process, like filament winding, can wind tubes that have varying
cross-sections.
3.3.10 CONCLUSION
The Lotus shapes describe obtuse (L) and acute (U) angles, intersections (T),
enclosed architecture (O), and when the machine is surrounded (S). The Lotus shapes are
the basis of shapes the Lotus machine can process with any special tool (special tools
were briefly discussed in 3.2.1).
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The Lotus shapes to be made for this paper will resemble the letters that spell
Lotus. They will, simply, be the capital letters L, O, T, U, and S. They will be made
with smoothly rounded corners with inside radii of 6 inches and a cross-section 3 inches
wide. The mandrels will be made of MDF; these mandrels will be kept. Their crosssections will be rounded one half inch to assist the smooth draping of the fiber tows. The
mandrel cross section is 1.5 inches deep. Figure 3.16 shows the cross-section that will be
used. See the mandrel in Figure 3.9 for an example of this mandrel cross section
extruded on a straight central axis.

Figure 3.16 Cross-section of mandrel used for this research paper.

The Lotus shapes are seen in Figure 3.17. The cross-section in Figure 3.16 will
follow the path of these shapes.
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Figure 3.17 The Lotus shapes as they will be made for this paper. Their cross-section is
in Figure 3.26.
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4 ANALYSIS

CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS

The Lotus shapes and the Lotus machine were introduced in Chapter 3. This
chapter will discuss the relationship between the Lotus shapes and the Lotus machine in
more depth. It will also introduce some theory for winding the Lotus shapes. Finally, it
will introduce a basic analysis of the speed of the Lotus filament winding process.

4.1 CORRELATING THE LOTUS MACHINE AND THE LOTUS SHAPES

4.1.1 THE LOTUS MACHINE PROFILE
The relationship between the Lotus shaped mandrels and Lotus machine will be
described in the following sections. To simplify the relationship arguments between the
mandrel and machine the complex 3D models will be substituted by 2D line drawings.
The profile of the Lotus machine will be approximated by a couple of squares (if the
machine’s true profile is known then it should be used) opposite each other, as shown in
Figures 4.1 & 4.2. The mandrel will be represented in 2D by its outside edges defining
the maximum width of its profile.
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Figure 4.1 Lotus filament winding machine profile.

Figure 4.2 Standard views of 2D Lotus machine profile. Left - The standard, top view.
Right – with added lines showing where the fiber line is.

In Figure 4.2 a line representing the fiber is added to the Lotus machine profile.
This line is an approximation of where the fiber would wind if the machine were not
traversing down the mandrel, but just sitting in one place. This fiber line will be useful
when discussing how the machine can or can’t fit to wind in some areas.
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The profiles of the machine and mandrel are useful as models to see if a machine
profile can pass over (in essence, be able to process) a certain mandrel. This should help
in designing both mandrels and machines.

Figure 4.3 Representation of Lotus profile and mandrel.
This is the 2D presentation of the setup in Figure 3.9.

Figure 4.4 Lotus profile with work envelope center line. The small line in the center of
the fiber line is where the center of the work envelope and the center of the fiber line
meet. This small line is referred to as “the center of the work envelope”.

Some rules the author has used to define the 2D system are: 1)the fiber line must
remain perpendicular to the central axis of the mandrel (like in Figure 4.3 and 3.9) , 2) the
center of the work envelope (Figure 4.4) should intersect (but doesn’t have to, like in the
case of U shapes) with the central axis of the mandrel when it passes inside, 3) the
centerline of the mandrel defines the path for the Lotus machine, and 4) the Lotus
machine profile (the two squares) cannot intersect the mandrel profile. This last rule is
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the one that affects the shape and size of the Lotus shapes and the Lotus machine the
most.
The Lotus machine is designed to wind all the way around objects. Many
applications of composites don’t need this in their manufacturing at all. The Lotus
machine may be able to wind material on some other non-tubular shapes. See Appendix
A for a description of a non-tubular manufacturing method the Lotus machine could
accomplish.
4.1.2 CORRELATING L SHAPES
There is a correlation between the size and shape of L shaped mandrels and Lotus
machines that can wind them. Basically the L shaped mandrel profile must pass through
the Lotus machine profile without hitting it. And the part of the mandrel that is in the
work envelope should always intersect the center of the work.
First, let’s start simple. Straight tubes. Traditional filament winding winds tubes
with a central linear axis that have cross-sections that range from very small (arrows) to
very huge (railroad cars). With the traditional filament winding process there is no upper
limit to the mandrel diameter. With the Lotus filament winding machine this is not true,
there is a very clear limit; the mandrel and any wound material buildup must fit in the
work envelope of the Lotus machine. Basically, if the work envelope of the Lotus
machine has a 9 inch diameter then the maximum diameter of the mandrel including
buildup is 9 inches (Equation 4.1). The limit to the smallest size mandrel diameter is set
by the modulus of the fiber being wound. The highest modulus fibers will experience
fiber breakage if wrapped around mandrels that are too small (refer to fiber
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manufacturers for details). Many composite fibers can wind on mandrels as small as
0.375 inches in diameter without problems.
D=E-2b

(4.1)

Maximum mandrel diameter for a straight tube, where:
D = maximum mandrel diameter
E = work envelope diameter
b = material buildup thickness

Figure 4.5 Equation 4.1 variables.

The L shapes are essentially bends in the part from obtuse to perpendicular. Since
the L shapes are all just bends, there are just two data inputs that effect the L shapes the
most. They are the width (W) of the machine profile and the diameter of the work
envelope (E) (see Figure 4.6). The width of the profile limits the angle of the bend for a
given L shape. The diameter of the envelope limits the diameter of the L shape
regardless of how the inside and outside radii of the shape are formed in relation to the
machine profile. The width (W) and the work envelope diameter (E) are the features that
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most restrict the L shape’s size and shape because they describe the points where the L
shape is most likely to make contact with the machine. These contact points are shown in
Figure 4.6 as small circles. This relationship is true for rounded and hard angled corners.

Figure 4.6 The contact points for an L shape.

The maximum mandrel diameter (D) must be less than the work envelope
diameter (E) minus the material buildup thickness on both sides of the mandrel (2b). The
L shapes will always have a smaller diameter than the maximum (which is only achieved
with a straight tube, Equation 4.1) because the L shape’s bend makes it so. Also, sharper
L shaped bends force the mandrel diameter (D) to be smaller. One way to design the
relationship of Lotus machine and shape to allow sharper bends is to change the shape of
the machine profile so that the width line (W) is more rounded or angular (not flat, like in
Figure 4.6).
Next, lets consider a specific type of L shaped bend where the inside and outside
radii of the bend have the same center-point. What is the relationship between maximum
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size of mandrel, work envelope diameter, the width of the machine profile, the centerpoint for the radii, the shape of bend and size of the Lotus profile?
What is the maximum mandrel diameter for the L shape to pass through a given
Lotus profile without hitting? Equations 4.2 and 4.3 describe the basic relationship
between the maximum mandrel diameter (D) and various variables. In Figure 4.7 and 4.8
we see the bend of an L shape. We must remember that there is more material buildup on
the inside radius than the outside, therefore the variable b is more accurately the average
material buildup.
Derivations of many of the following equations can be found in Appendix B.
⎛
⎛ W ⎞⎞
D = E − A + A cos⎜⎜ arcsin⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟ − 2b
⎝ 2A ⎠⎠
⎝
Maximum mandrel diameter for rounded corner L shape, where:
D = maximum mandrel diameter
E = work envelope diameter
W
A = inside radius of mandrel bend, where A >
2
W = width of the inside edge of the Lotus profile
b = material buildup

Figure 4.7 Equation 4.2 variables.
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(4.2)

⎛α ⎞
⎛α ⎞ W
D = E sin ⎜ ⎟ − cos⎜ ⎟ − 2b
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠ 2

(4.3)

Maximum mandrel diameter for hard angled L shape, where:
D
maximum mandrel diameter
E
work envelope diameter
α
obtuse angle (L shape)
W
width of the inside edge of the Lotus profile
b
material buildup

Figure 4.8 Equation 4.3 variables.

4.1.3 CORRELATING O SHAPES

Again, the O shapes have to fit inside the Lotus machine. Since the inside of any
O shape is made up of L and U shapes, the process of fitting those shapes will be dealt
with separately. One rule for sizing O shapes and mandrels is that one of the Lotus
machine profile sides must be able to rotate 360 degrees within the O shape’s center.
Since this rotation will follow a circular shape, the smallest inside shape for an O shape is
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a circle. The size of this circle is determined by the size of the Lotus machine profile side
(Figure 4.9). For additional figures and clarification see Appendix B.

A=

W 2 +Y 2
4

(4.4)

O shaped mandrel minimum inner radius including material buildup, where:
A = inner radius of the O shaped mandrel including material buildup
W = width of Lotus profile
Y = depth of Lotus profile

Figure 4.9 Equation 4.4 variables.

4.1.4 CORRELATING T SHAPES

The T shapes do not correlate with the Lotus machine profile the same as the
other Lotus shapes. The main rule for the T shapes is that the Lotus machine should be
able to open and cross over the T without hitting the mandrel. With a 50-50 Lotus
machine that can open very wide, there should be no problem. With the C-shaped
shuttles there may be some issue, because the opening in a C-shaped shuttle is smaller
than the work envelope. The rule (Equation 4.5) is that the diameter of the mandrel at the
T shape (intersection of two or more legs) must be smaller than the opening of the open
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Lotus machine, or vice versa, the Lotus machine opening, when open, must be larger than
the mandrel diameter at the T.
O > DT + 2b

(4.5)

Mandrel diameter at the T, where:
O = Lotus machine’s opening size
DT = Diameter of mandrel at the T where the Lotus machine must cross over
b = material buildup

4.1.5 CORRELATING U SHAPES

The U shapes are made of two straight tubes that come together at some acute
angle. What is the relationship between maximum size of mandrel, minimum angle of
bend, shape of bend and size of the Lotus profile? Again, all the U shaped mandrel has to
do is pass through the work envelope of the Lotus profile without hitting.
First we will find the combination minimum angle α and maximum diameter D
for the rounded corner U shape. We will assume that the inner and outer radii of the U
shape have the same locus. Remember how the rules for the O shape required one side of
the mandrel profile to spin inside it (Figure 4.10). Here also the profile side may have to
spin close to the mandrel, so the Lotus machine profile shape inside the U will be
assumed to be circular, using Equation 4.4.
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D=E+

Y
− A − 2b
2

Maximum diameter with α=0 degrees and minimum A for U shape, where:
D = maximum mandrel diameter
E = diameter of work envelope
Y = depth of Lotus profile
A = minimum inside radius of rounded corner (see Equation 4.4)
b = material buildup

Figure 4.10 Equation 4.6 variables. With maximum
mandrel diameter D and α=0 degrees.
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(4.6)

4.1.6 CORRELATING S SHAPES

Figure 4.11 Examples of S shapes.

The first S shape in Figure 4.11 has the maximum diameter D and minimum angle
α (0 degrees) for making an S shape of this type. It is represented by the following
equation.
D = E + Y − 2b − 2 A

S shape with maximum D and minimum α, where:
D = maximum diameter of mandrel
E = work envelope diameter
Y = depth of the Lotus profile
A = inside radius of rounded corner (see Equation 4.4)
b = material buildup
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(4.7)

Figure 4.12 Another S shape.

For the S shape in Figure 4.12 the maximum diameter D is the same as for the
straight tube in Equation 4.1, where D=E-2b. The minimum distance between mandrel
legs (or between the mandrel and some other obstacle) is equal to the depth of the Lotus
profile, Y. The classification of an S shape is one where a mandrel to be wound requires
that the Lotus machine is surrounded by the mandrel on at least two sides. All the Lotus
shapes so far have not required the machine to be surrounded on both sides by the
mandrel, they have only dealt with one side of the machine profile.

4.2 WINDING

In this section the processes for winding the Lotus shapes will be discussed. First
will be a discussion on the winding of straight tubes, introducing fiber width (w), fiber
angle (θ), pitch (p), the geodesic path, and their relationship with the mandrel
circumference (c). Next, winding toroids will be discussed, introducing angular pitch (φ),
arclength, mandrel inside radius (A), mandrel outside radius (C), mandrel centerline
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radius (D), the fiber angle with respect to the inside radius (θA), fiber angle with respect
to the outside radius (θC), and fiber angle with respect to the centerline (θD). Then,
rounded corners will be discussed, introducing outside radius arclength pitch (P).
Following which, hard angled corners will be discussed. Last, intersections will be
discussed.
4.2.1 STRAIGHT TUBES

The most basic shape to wind is the straight tube. Discussing this shape should
help make the following discussions more understandable.
First we need to understand a couple of things pertaining to filament winding on
straight tubes. Angles of fibers in filament winding on straight tubes are taken in relation
to a central axis (see Figure 4.13). So a fiber that is wound perpendicular to the central
axis is at 90 degrees. Windings close to perpendicular are called hoop (or
circumferential) windings. A fiber that is parallel to the central axis is at 0 degrees.
Windings close to 0 degrees are called polar windings. Angles of fibers between hoop
and polar windings are helical windings. The angle of the fiber in relation to the central
axis or centerline is called θ (theta).

Figure 4.13 Winding angles.
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While winding angles are very useful for calculating torsional rigidity, etc. the
angles change very quickly if the circumference of the mandrel changes. Fiber angles are
not the simplest way to describe the motion of the Lotus machine down the length of the
mandrel. Pitch is a better way to describe the fiber placement. Pitch is the distance
advanced in one revolution. This means that whatever distance the machine traveled
down the mandrel in one revolution of the shuttle is the pitch. Pitch is in a form that can
easily be programmed into a motion control system for automation. In Figure 4.14 we
see pitch as it pertains to a fiber wound on a straight tube. Pitch is measured as the
relative width of the fiber plus the gap between it and the adjacent fiber. Sometimes the
pitch is set so the fiber will overlap parallel with the previous fiber; the amount of fiber
overlap is called the lap. Some lap is useful to make up for slight variations that could
cause gaps between windings that were supposed to lay side by side. Equation 4.8 is
meant to represent a winding pattern where the fibers lay side by side (gap=0).

Figure 4.14 Pitch (p) is the distance advanced in one revolution.

In this section on winding it is assumed that the fibers will be placed in geodesic
path. A geodesic path is “the shortest distance between two points on a surface” (Peters,
1989, p.175).
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Above, it was noted that the circumference of the mandrel cross-section will
affect the angle of the fiber. In Figure 4.15 we see that if the pitch is held constant but
the circumference increases, then the angle θ also increases. This is represented by
Equation 4.8.

Figure 4.15 Variables for Equation 4.8. In this image the circumference (c) is pi times
the diameter of the mandrel.

⎛c⎞
⎝ p⎠

θ = arctan⎜⎜ ⎟⎟

(4.8)

Pitch, circumference and angle for a straight tube, where:
θ = fiber angle
c = circumference
p = pitch

While the pitch can be the same for small or large circumferences, the lap or gap
will be different. But, since the pitch is useful data for programming, there will be a
focus on the pitch the fiber is laid at instead of the angle (θ).
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4.2.1.1 WINDING PATTERN

A winding pattern is “a regularly recurring pattern of the filament path after a
certain number of mandrel revolutions, leading to the eventual complete coverage of the
mandrel” (Peters, 1989, p.177). So, its fair to say that Lotus winding pattern is “a
regularly recurring pattern of the filament path after a certain number of“ shuttle
revolutions, “leading to the eventual complete coverage of the mandrel”. The “certain
number of revolutions” is probably needed to get the system into equilibrium.
Solve for the pitch (p) in terms of the integer (n) circuits per layer, tow width (w),
and the circumference (c).
⎡
n•w
p=⎢
⎢ sin arccos n • w
c
⎣

(

(

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

))

(4.9)

A pitch for the winding pattern for a straight tube.where:
p = pitch
n = integer of desired number of circuits per layer
w = width of tow
c = mandrel circumference

Figure 4.16 Shows two pitches, the first represents n=2,
the second represents n=1.

In Figure 4.16 we see a two-circuit pattern on the left and a one-circuit pattern on
the right. In the case of the single circuit pattern the pitch is just a bit more than the
width of the fiber. If the pitch is set equal to the fiber width then this gives two
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advantages: it’s simple, and there is a little overlap between adjacent tows. In the case of
the two circuit pattern on the left in Figure 4.16, it looks like the pitch is just a bit more
than twice the width of the fiber. The author wanted to point out that relationship
between pitch, tow width, and circuit is almost that simple.

4.2.2 TOROIDS

Figure 4.17 Winding angles on toroids are measured in
relation to the central axis of the mandrel.

Like with straight tubes there are also hoop, helical, and polar winding paths on
toroids. Figure 4.17 shows how one of each of these paths might appear when placed on
a toroid. There is a bit of difficulty in estimating the angle of fiber on a toroid with
respect to the centerline. Figure 4.17 shows a hoop winding that is perpendicular to the
centerline. Also there is a polar pathway that might be about 5 degrees off the centerline.
Notice that the polar pathway follows a curved path, but the hoop winding is a straight
line. The helical windings will probably be a mix of these appearing sometimes as
straight lines and other times as curves. The helical path will probably look more curved
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when the cross-section of the toroid is more round, and it will look more like a straight
line when the cross-section is more rectangular.
There are differences measuring angles on a toroid versus a straight tube. On a
straight tube regardless of where the angle is measured along the length of the fiber in
relation to the central axis the angle is always constant. With toroids and rounded corners
the angle of the fiber is always changing with respect to the central axis along the fiber’s
length. In Figure 4.18 though B is a straight line, the tangents of circles A, D, and C
intersect line B at 1.8, 42.4, and 54.2 degrees respectively. Which of these angles best
describes the line B wound on this toroid? Arbitrarily, we will measure it from the
central axis, in this case the circle D. So, the angle of line B is 42.4 degrees, making it a
helical winding. In this section the inside radius of a rounded corner or toroid will be A,
the outside radius will be C, and the midpoint between them, or the central axis will be D.

Figure 4.18 The tangents of circles, A, D, and C
intersect line B at different angles.

The pitch on a toroid is measured in the same way as on a straight tube (linearly)
except that the pitch is measured in terms of its arclength. As fiber is wound around a
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toroid, the thickness of the fiber around the inner circle A is thicker than around the outer
circle C. For this reason the inside of the toroid or rounded corner will be stronger than
the outside. Therefore, lets choose to measure the arclength pitch of toroids by the
arclength on the outside edge. That way at least the potentially weakest part will be
wound at the same pitch as the rest of the mandrel.
Another useful form of pitch for toroids is angular pitch (φ). The angular pitch is
the degrees or radians between adjacent fibers. In Figure 4.19 we see that the angular
pitch is the same regardless of what radius (A, C, or D) it is measured at. The arclength
is equal to the angle in radians times the radius. So for Figure 4.19 the arclength for the
pitch at the outside edge is 0.52 radians times C. Also, the arclength for the inside edge
is A times 0.52 radians. The proportion of fiber to be placed on the outside versus the
inside edge is C:A. If C is 10 and A is 5, then there will be twice as much fiber placed on
the inside as on the outside edge. The buildup of fiber should be calculated in cases
where it might interfere with the machine. Also the buildup will change the distance
between the machine’s payout and the placement surface and this will change the angles
the fiber is placed at if the pitch remains constant.
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Figure 4.19 The angular pitch φ is the same on a
toroid regardless of where it is measured.

Figure 4.20 The pitch ranges for thin, medium, and thick toroids.
The maximum pitch angle φ is defined by the lines 1-0-1 in each.

⎛ A⎞
⎟
⎝C ⎠

φ = 2 arccos⎜
Maximum angular pitch for a toroid, where:
φ = is the maximum angular pitch
A = inner mandrel radius
C = outer mandrel radius
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(4.10)

When winding rounded corners and toroids the pitch’s range is limited by the
relationship between C and A. In Figure 4.20 we have thin, medium, and fat toroids.
The line 1-X-1, which is the line tangent to the inner circle, in each denotes the fiber at its
maximum pitch on these toroids. Lines 2-X-2, 3-X-3, 4-X-4, and 5-X-5 denote the
placement of fibers at lesser pitches on these toroids and are all within the pitch range for
each toroid. The angle defined by 1-0-1 in each is the maximum angular pitch (φ) for
these toroids as defined in Equation 4.10. Angles defined by 2-0-2, 3-0-3, 4-0-4, and 5-05 are the lesser angular pitches for these toroids. It is easily seen that the range of
angular pitches of the fat toroid is much larger than for the thin toroid. Also if the outside
circle for each of these toroids is the same size then it is also easy to see that the
maximum outside edge arclength pitch, which is the arclength from 1 to1 is much larger
in the fat toroid than the thin toroid.
Remember that we decided to measure the angle of the fibers by the angle at
which they cross the central axis defined by radius D in Figure 4.21. The angles at which
lines 1-5 cross D for each toroid in Figure 4.21 are listed in Table 4.1. The minimum
fiber angle for each toroid is defined by the angle formed at the interaction of line 1 and
the central axis D. So the minimum fiber angles are 21.0, 42.4, and 72.4 degrees for the
thin, medium and fat toroids respectively. We see from this data that a wider range of
angles is available for thinner toroids, though fatter toroids have a wider range of angular
pitches available.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of 3 toroids.
1
2
Thin toroid
21.0
22.2
Medium toroid
42.4
42.8
Fat toroid
72.4
73.6

3
27.3
45.3
77.2

4
48.3
58.3
84.4

5
85.3
86.3
89.2

Figure 4.21 Thin, medium, and fat toroids with central axis D.

The lines in Figure 4.21 defined by 1-X-1 are considered to represent the fiber at
the maximum angular pitch. Now, why is this considered the maximum angular pitch?
What if a greater angular pitch than this were used? In Figure 4.22 the angle 6-X-6 is an
angle greater than the maximum angular pitch. If this pitch is wound then the line 6-6
will result, meaning that the fiber will drape across the center and not properly wrap
around the mandrel. Other assumptions in determining the maximum angular pitch are
that the fiber has no width and that the mandrel has essentially no depth. It is assumed
that the width of the fiber and the circumference of the mandrel will affect the actual
maximum angular pitch, but that it won’t exceed the theoretical maximum angular pitch
described by the line 1-X-1, the tangent to circle A. This means that the theoretical
maximum angular pitch is still a useful limit because the range of actual angular pitches
will be less than it.
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Figure 4.22 Improbable angle 6-X-6 and 6-6.

Now, lets think about another pattern of winding on toroids. In Figure 4.23 we
see two patterns, one is made of lines between the ones and the other between the twos.
The dashed lines represent the lines as if they were on the far side of the toroid. Notice
that these lines never cross the central circle A. Winding in this pattern would be
unconventional, and isn’t measured really by pitch, because windings don’t wrap around
the cross-section. This type of winding is not possible with straight mandrels. The only
reason it is possible on toroids and rounded corners is because the fiber can hook on the
corner and be pulled around without actually going in to the center. The Lotus machine
will have to wind back and forth above and below this shape as it goes around it. If this
method is used care should be taken to see that the fibers cling properly to the surface of
the mandrel. Windings done this way could be overwound with hoop windings to pull
them down onto the surface of the mandrel. This type of placement is another kind of
winding altogether.
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Figure 4.23 Some unlikely winding angles possible with rounded corners and toroids
that don’t cross in through the center of the toroid.

Now to change the paradigm of what is possible with Lotus filament winding. It
has been noted that there is a maximum angular pitch as in Figure 4.20 that cannot be
exceeded, but in Figure 4.17 the drawing includes polar windings, or those close to
parallel to the central axis. The theoretical method to wind these angles is more involved
than for all the angles of fiber described so far. The method is to use two Lotus winding
machines, one following the other, both laying fiber as pictured in Figure 4.24. The
shuttle of the leading machine A rotates very slowly laying down polar windings, and the
closely following machine B winds hoop windings around the polar windings to hold
them against the surface of the mandrel. Another theoretical method that could wind
these polar windings would be an Automated Tape Lamination head attached to a Lotus
machine, so that the fibers are pressed onto the mandrel and are not pulled out of place by
the tension normal in a normal Lotus filament winding or a traditional filament winding
machine. Yet another modification of the process would be two Lotus machines, one
leading the other, where the leading one doesn’t spin at all, but lays 0 degree fibers
parallel to the central axis. An interesting point about this process is that the fiber creel
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for the leading non-spinning Lotus machine could be remotely located and could carry a
lot more continuous fiber than spools on a normal Lotus winding machine because it
doesn’t have to spin inside the machine. In fact windings in Figure 4.23 could be done
this same way, without a normal Lotus machine at all, but simply oscillating up and down
around the outside. Yet another development of this two-machine method would be to
use them on straight tube sections, thereby making all angles from 0 to ±90 degrees
possible.
Traditional filament winding can wind at all angles from ±5 to 90 degrees off the
central axis. It is listed as only going down to 5 degrees, because these low angle polar
windings wind around the polar openings at each end of a vessel and therefore aren’t
wound at 0 degrees.
Polar windings for winding around toroids and rounded corners can be those that
have a pitch greater than the maximum angular pitch described in Figure 4.20, as long as
they properly drape on the mandrel. Polar windings that are at shallow angles, like less
than 15 degrees off the central axis may have high angular pitches on the order of 6π
radians, etc.
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Figure 4.24 Polar winding top view. The toroidal mandrel spins clockwise relative to
Lotus machines A and B. A places polar windings, and B secures them to the
mandrel with hoop windings. This figure doesn’t accurately represent how
the fiber would drape, but is just a representation of the theoretical
method for placing low angle polar windings.

After the fiber has been placed on a toroid shape some may want to calculate the
fiber angles, so the formulae for calculating the angles θC, θA, and θD are below. The
formulae were calculated using the givens, A, C, D, and φ (angular pitch) as shown in
Figure 4.25. These formulae only represent these angles if the mandrel is flat like this
paper, but they might be useful as a guide for estimating the true angles. Because the
fiber will be wrapping around the edge of the mandrel when it reaches the inner A or
outer C radii, the angles θC and θA are not as accurate or useful as the angle θD.
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Figure 4.25 Variables needed to find θC, θA, and θD.

⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠⎟
θC = arctan⎜
⎜
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠ ⎠
⎝

(4.11)

⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
φ
⎝2⎠ ⎟
θA = 90 − − arctan⎜
⎜
2
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝ 2⎠⎠
⎝

(4.12)

⎛ ⎛ ⎛
⎛
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎞⎞⎞⎞
⎜ ⎜ ⎜
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟
⎜C ⎜
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ + 90
θD = arcsin⎜ ⎜ sin ⎜⎜ arctan⎜
⎟
⎜
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜D⎜ ⎜
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎟ ⎟
⎜ ⎜ ⎜⎝
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎠⎠⎠⎠
⎝
⎝ ⎝

(4.13)
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where:
θC =
θA =
θD =
C =
A =
φ =

angle of fiber versus the outside edge tangent
angle of fiber versus the inside edge tangent
angle of fiber versus the centerline tangent
outside radius
inner radius
the angular pitch
C+A
D = the centerline radius D =
2

The derivations for the above equations are in Appendix B.

4.2.2.1 WINDING PATTERN

Winding the toroids. The angular pitch for a toroid will be useful when
programming an automated system. However, since toroids will have less material on
their outside edges, it follows that if they have enough material on the outside edge then
they will have plenty for the inside. So, we will focus on finding patterns to cover the
outside of the toroid.
First, we will refer to the outside edge arclength pitch as (P). Remember that the
arclength is equal to the angle in radians multiplied by the radius. So in the case of P:

P =φ •C

(4.14)

The outside edge arclength P, where:
P = outside edge arclength pitch
φ = the angular pitch
C = the outside edge radius

To adequately cover this outside edge, the fiber tows should at least be placed
side by side. It may be good for them to overlap a bit. Remember the circuit discussed
earlier (straight tubes section). If the fiber tow is to cover the entire toroid in one circuit
it can do it with just a little overlap if the pitch (P) is equal to the width (w) of the fiber
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tow. If the pitch (P) is just more than twice the width (w) of the fiber then it can cover
the entire circuit in two passes. Longer angles will require more complex calculations to
define.
The author is not sure how to model the fiber laying on a toroid. Imagine a tow
width of 0.75 inches wound around a toroid. If the inner diameter of the toroid is too
small then the tow may fold over on itself. The inner diameter bows the tow in, while the
outside diameter bows the tow outwards. Prepreg fiber tows can deform some, but the
author doesn’t know how much they can deform in this way before it causes problems.
Further study of this problem is recommended in Chapter 6.
An interesting concept – when calculating winding patterns for toroids, one can
calculate patterns that repeat or overlap their exact same path. If this path were continued
it would never finish winding the layer. What is happening is that the circle (360
degrees) is being evenly divided by the angular pitch. Remember that a layer is
completed by laying fibers just next to each other or by overlapping a bit. If, instead of
designing the angular pitches so that they add up to 360 degrees, make them add up to
360-w or 360+w (w is the fiber width). This should shift the following circuit just so, so
that the second circuit overlaps the first a bit. A different shift amount can be determined
to get them to lay exactly next to each other if necessary. An important note is that if the
360 degrees was evenly divided then the second circuit will directly overlap the first, but
if 360 degrees is divided evenly by an odd number, then the third circuit will exactly
overlap the first circuit. Therefore, when adjusting odd and evenly divided pitches, the
shift for the odd ones will need to be half as much as the shift for the even ones. In
Figure 4.26 on the left, we have an angular pitch equal to 360/7. The image on the right
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in Figure 4.26 is what a finished layer may look like if the pitch is about φ =

(360 − w) .
7

With the array tool in Solidworks, one section was arrayed around until it seemed to fit,
and voila. It looks like all the fibers on the facing side are going the same way, because
that’s what it will look like if the machine winds the entire layer in the same direction.

Figure 4.26 Toroids. Left – φ=360/7. Right – with an entire layer placed in the same
direction, the pattern resembles an inward spiral. Fibers on the bottom of the toroid
are placed in the opposite direction.

4.2.3 ROUNDED CORNERS

Rounded corners are essentially straight tube legs that come together with a
section of a toroid where they connect. Round corners are the preferred shape of corners
for design with the Lotus process because they tend to have a centerline that is easy to
keep the machine perpendicular to. And because they change angles gradually, larger
diameter mandrels can be wound than with hard angled corners.
The interaction of the pitch notation between the straight tube and the toroid
section (rounded corner) is rather simple. The pitch on the outside edge of the corner (P)
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(Figure 4.27) is set equal to the pitch (p) for the straight tube section. This is done so that
the corner will have at least as much material as the straight section. While there will be
more material buildup (b) at the inside edge of the corner, it’s probably better to have too
much there than not enough on the outside edge. This material buildup (b) will have to
be calculated to get good values for the equations in section 4.1.

Figure 4.27 The pitch of the outside arclength (P) is set equal to
the pitch of the straight tube’s pitch (p).

4.2.4 HARD ANGLED CORNERS

First, what is meant by hard angled corner should be clarified. When there is any
change of direction from the central axis of a leg of a mandrel, this change of direction
can be abrupt or it can be smooth and drawn out. An abrupt change is a hard angled
corner.
There is a problem with processing hard angled corners. According to the
processing rules for L shapes the fiber line must remain perpendicular to the central axis
of the mandrel, and the centerline is used as the path for the Lotus machine to follow.
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Where is the centerline of a hard angled 90 degree L shape? With rounded L shapes the
centerline is easy to define (see Figure 4.28). But with hard angled corners the centerline
at the corner is a bit strange. The middle figure in Figure 4.28 has a centerline where it
seems it should obviously go. There are a couple of problems with this placement of the
centerline. First, as the Lotus profile processes the L it can’t remain perpendicular to the
centerline all the way up to the vertex of this centerline because it would intersect the
other leg of the mandrel’s profile (Figure 4.29). Second, the centerline is perpendicular
to itself, and at the corner, if fibers were placed perpendicular to the vertical centerline
they would be parallel with the horizontal line (Figure 4.30). Now these lines would
overlap towards the inside vertex of the L shape, but they wouldn’t even cover towards
the outside vertex of the L shape, because there is no centerline to define that area
(Figures 4.29 and 4.30). A patch may applied if a proper coverage pattern cannot be
found.

Figure 4.28 Centerlines of L shapes. For the hard angled L shapes,
which centerline is better to use as a processing path?
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Figure 4.29 Hard angled L shape problems. Left - The Lotus profile can’t wind
perpendicular to the centerline up to the vertex of the centerline on a 90 degree
L shape and remain perpendicular to the centerline. Right – These lines
represent hoop or 90 degree windings. Notice the huge gap
in the corner.

Figure 4.30 Overlap problems with hard angled L shapes. Left – If the machine could
wind perpendicular to this centerline up to the corner, there would be overlap towards
the inside and no coverage at the outside. Right – This drawing more accurately
represents where the fibers would have to be placed. The fibers that are at 90
degrees (hoop windings) to one centerline are at 0 degrees (polar windings)
to the other.

The third L shape in Figure 4.28 offers a compromise centerline that mediates the
overlap problem. The Lotus profile will be able to traverse this bending path and remain
perpendicular to it. Now there is a big problem with this centerline as well. If the fibers
are wound around this centerline they will probably slide out of place (see Figure 5.11).
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With a more obtuse L shape, the Lotus profile could fit, then 1) the overlap near
the vertex and 2) the lack of coverage towards the outside would be major the issues.
One reason there are so many products made of simple tubes at hard angles is
because our manufacturing technologies can cheaply extrude tubes that can then be
bonded together. With the Lotus process straight tubes that intersect at hard angles can
be avoided, and smoother angles can be designed. Generally, when two tubes are
brought together at hard angles the connection point is the point with the highest
likelihood of failure. With rounded tubes these stress-riser points may be avoided.
When winding a hard angled corner more material will build up on the inside of a
corner than on the outside. This is one reason why braiding corners is not easy. With the
Lotus process the fibers are not restricted in how they lay by a weave, but they will still
have more fiber on the inside of a corner than the outside, so care has to be taken so that
the outside of the corner is amply wound
There is another concern that must be noted about hard angled corners. When
winding them, even coverage of the surface is probably wanted. However, when a fiber
gets to the corner the machine will have to reverse its rotational direction if the natural
path (the geodesic path) of the fiber is to be followed. This may be difficult. It will be
more complicated than winding the rounded corners where the machine doesn’t have to
switch direction in the middle of the wind. With traditional filament winding some
designs require their machines to reverse directions after each circuit, which takes
considerably more time than otherwise. So, winding hard angled corners will probably
take more time than winding rounded corners.
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If all the tows on the shuttle leave the shuttle as if they were one tow, it may be
relatively straightforward and possible to coordinate the reversing rotation of the machine
around a corner. If the tows from all the spools are placed independently of each other,
then it may be very complicated or impossible to wind around hard corners and maintain
the same angle throughout the layer.

Figure 4.31 At the corner the angle and rotation switches direction.

The more filled lines in Figure 4.31 represent the fiber tow on this side of the
mandrel. The more sparse lines represent the tow on the other side of the mandrel. The
lines on the vertical leg of the L represent the machine rotating one way. At the corner
we see the cross-over where the fiber “hooks”; then lines on the horizontal leg of the L
represent the machine rotating the other way. In this case we see that the path of the tow
was set perfectly so that there was no folding at the outside or inside corners.
However, if the tow were wider, the angle different, or the placement of the tow
shifted slightly forward, there would likely be unwanted folding, wrinkling, and excess
material, caused by fibers that could not be firmly placed because they can’t match the
contour of the mandrel. Therefore, the winding must be calculated precisely so that at the
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corner there is no folding or wrinkling if hard angled corners are absolutely necessary.
Also the cross-section of the mandrel will have a big effect on how the tows drape.
Placement of fibers around a hard angled corner is not as simple as it may first
seem. The cross-section of the mandrel can adversely affect the draping characteristic of
the fiber tow. If the progression of the machine does not change direction at the corner it
is very likely that the corner will not get adequately covered with material. It is possible
that there will be a lot of machine adjustment so that the winding pattern might
adequately cover the corner. This may also end up causing the finished part to have
excess material just in trying to cover the corner.
We have assumed to this point that all the tows carried by the spools are placed as
one tow. If they are placed as one tow, this means that all the tows are brought together
at one point. This may limit the ability of this 50-50 machine to open in just one
orientation so as not to disconnect the combined tows. When the tows are placed as
individual tows, with a gap in between them, then at the hard angled corner, additional
problems may occur. While one tow may be placed accurately, another may be
overlapping over the vertex, and another may totally miss the outside corner. It should be
said that fiber tows can conform to surfaces with some success, but draping the inside of
a sharp corner is possibly too much to ask from the fiber tows. A smoothly rounded
inside of a corner is much easier for the tows to drape around consistently. Also smooth
outsides of corners are easy for tows to drape around.
If 45 degree tows are placed down one length of a right angled hard corner, then if
it is wound geodesically, on the other leg there will be -45 degree tows. If 60 degree
tows are placed down one length of a right angled hard corner, then on the other leg there
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will be -30 degree tows if the tows are placed so that they drape smoothly. This is
because with the tows deforming around a 90 degree corner the sum of the angles the
tows can make without folding etc, is also 90 degrees.
At corners the winding will often want to hook and go back the same way it came
as seen in Figure 4.32. As the fiber goes around the corner the fiber hooks and the
machine must change direction if the fiber tow is to be placed flat with even tension
across the tow. Also, as is seen in Figure 4.33 the pitch and angle going into a corner are
different than what comes out. And how should the angle be calculated at the corner?
Two potential difficult spots to cover are the vertex of the inside corner and the very tip
of the outside corner because at this spot the tow may be forced to deform more than is
acceptable. Rounded corners are easier to wind and it is easier to calculate the windings
on them.

Figure 4.32 The combination of certain pitches with certain mandrel shapes will result
in rebounding angles, where the fiber “wants” to wind back up the direction it came
from. This assumes that the natural tendency of the fiber tow is to follow a
geodesic path (stay flat and reflect around corners). Also, the dashed line
at the very corner is the hook and is not wound around the normal crosssection of the mandrel and it is where the winding machine must
reverse its rotational and linear direction.
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Figure 4.33 In this figure θy is 120 degrees (-60 degrees) from the y axis and θx is 30
degrees from the x axis. The pitches also change around the corner. The direction the
machine winds also changes around the corner. Interestingly the fiber remains
parallel on this 90 degree L shape.

In Figure 4.33 we see how a fiber tow might naturally drape on the surface of an
L shaped mandrel. While it is odd that the fiber direction reverses and the angle changes
around the corner, this can probably be used to “balance” a part. Balance is achieved
usually by placing fibers at opposite angles like, first a layer of +45, then one at -45. It
may take 4 layers to achieve balance in a hard angled L shape like in Figure 4.13. For
example say that the first layer placed is as is listed above, then the next is the negative,
then the next is the inverse and the last is its negative as listed in Table 4.2. This may be
what it takes to balance the winding for a hard angled part.

Table 4.2 Balancing the winding angles for the L shape in Figure 4.33.
Layer
1
2
3
4

θy

θx

-60
60
30
-30

30
-30
-60
60
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Another interesting thing about rebounding angles around these corners is their
relationship to the angle of difference of their centerlines.

Figure 4.34 Angles at the corner.
See Equation 4.15.

θ X − λ = θY

(4.15)

Angle change at a corner, where:
θX = the fiber angle at the horizontal centerline, on the facing side
θY = the fiber angle at the diagonal centerline, on the facing side
θX1 = the fiber angle, here it is a positive angle, (+20 degrees), CCW
θX2 = the fiber angle, here is a negative angle, (-15 degrees), CW
θY1 = the fiber angle, here it is a negative angle, CW
θY2 = the fiber angle, here it is a negative angle, CW
λ = the deflection between the two centerlines

Something interesting to note here is that while θX1 is a positive angle, it becomes
a negative angle θY1, and that θX2 is a negative angle it also ends up as a negative angle

θY2. Lets arbitrarily say that if θ is positive or negative, then the shuttle is winding
counterclockwise or clockwise, respectively. This means that if the entry angle θX is
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positive, then its CCW, and if the resulting angle θY is negative, CW, then the machine
must have changed direction.
This angle difference means that the Lotus machine will have to change direction
to wind this corner at this angle.
There are some other interesting angles worth noting. If θX = λ then the fiber will
return back up the leg it came from winding the opposite direction. With angles where

θ X ≈ λ (θX is close to the same as λ) then depending on the width of the leg and angle,
this is where the fiber is likely to rebound back up the same leg.
While it may be possible to wind hard angled corners without any problems, it
looks like a task that requires a lot of planning and careful placement if geodesic paths
are to be used.
4.2.5 INTERSECTIONS

There are a few filament winding programs on the market. One of them, called
CADWIND, has a separate module for processing tee shapes (as described in Chapter 2).
The program that calculates the tee shapes is called “module T”. CADWIND has 4 levels
of program complexity: lite, vessel, pro, and high-end; module T is under high-end. The
T shapes are the most complex shapes of the Lotus shapes.
The T shapes are the points where more than two legs of potentially infinite
length intersect. These legs form angles between them that are acute (U) or obtuse (L).
The T can be a rounded corner or a hard angled corner. The major issue with winding T
shapes is the center of the T. It takes special care to get the fiber to wind into that area.
Figure 4.35 shows that with hoop winding it is not possible to get the fibers perpendicular
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to the centerlines in the center of the intersection. A patch may be used in such areas if
necessary.

Figure 4.35 T with hoop windings.

Another solution to the problem of covering the corner is changing the
approach of the angle as in Figure 4.36. Notice that the large square, where hoop
windings didn’t reach is now a smaller triangle.

Figure 4.36 Triangle where the T is not covered with hoop windings.
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If the T is changed to this shape the machine can maybe fit a bit higher up,
and if the stiction of the prepreg is good enough then hoop windings may be able
to stick all the way up to cover the entire triangle as in Figure 4.37.

Figure 4.37 Winding up the other legs.

A T wound with polar windings (Figure 4.38) can definitely cover the
intersection of the T, though the actual winding may require another Lotus
machine.

Figure 4.38 T with polar windings.
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Typically, helical windings will probably be used in winding the Lotus
shapes. Helical windings on Ts are interesting because the machine will have to
open to pass over the T, but it should maintain the same fiber path. A number of
things make this possible.
First it is important to understand that there is some distance between
where the fiber leaves the machine (the payout) and where it contacts the mandrel.
In this distance the fiber will be at some drape angle. When the Lotus machine
opens, it must be aligned. As the machine is open and crossing over the
intersection, the machine cannot spin. This will be compensated for though when
the machine closes again on the other side of the intersection, because the
machine can then spin forward or back in an attempt to place the fibers across the
intersection at a proper angle. This would definitely be a problem if the fiber
didn’t have this drape angle where it is waiting to be wound down to the surface.
Figure 4.39 shows an attempt to convey what will happen. In the figure the
machine has just closed on the far side of the T and is about to start winding
again. At this point, depending on the fiber path the machine (closed) can rotate
forward to continue the path. It can also rotate backwards because the
intersection will act to hook the fibers.
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Figure 4.39 Fiber drape angle helps in making T shapes.

Figure 4.40 T with helical pattern.
Notice that the unwound area looks like a shadow.

Figure 4.40 shows what may realistically happen when a helical pattern is wound
in only one direction. It may make an area that is essentially a shadow of the leg, where
the fiber lines can’t come through, when winding from right to left. If winding back from
left to right at the same angle the shadow area can be covered, but all the fibers that cover
it would have to progress into the other leg of the T, which is good for part integration,
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but is difficult to simulate. In Figure 4.41 we see how this may happen. Consider also
that this same thing will happen on the opposite side so that the vertical leg of the T
should get about even coverage.

Figure 4.41 Return path covers the shadow.

4.2.6 CONCLUSION

This section has introduced some theory for designing winding paths for the Lotus
shapes. This should provide some understanding of the complexity of the fiber paths
necessary to wind the Lotus shapes. Further work will need to be done on specific
examples to formalize the winding patterns.

4.3 IDEAL COMPOSITES MANUFACTURING PROCESS

When automated the Lotus process can be like an ideal composites manufacturing
process, it can be: fast, reliable, inexpensive, and safe. In its current form as a partially
automated machine it can be fast, inexpensive, and sort of safe, but definitely not yet
reliable.
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The reliability of the process cannot be achieved by the partially automated Lotus
filament winding machine made for this thesis. A higher degree of automation is
necessary to ensure better quality.
The functionality of the machine according to the winding patterns described
above can be checked by measuring some of the angles and pitches of the fiber on the
finished Lotus shapes. These pitches and angles should show that the process can wind
fiber at many angles.
The Lotus machine made for this research is inexpensive, but it is not reliable
because the controls on the system are limited. A Lotus machine should be simple to
automate, but it will increase the price of the machine considerably. Compared to the
value of composite parts, the high cost of labor, and the improvement in quality the Lotus
filament winding machine has to offer, it may be seen as an inexpensive machine.
The Lotus machine is relatively safe in partially automated form. It would be
safer to operate it by hand (like the author currently does) with a sleeve over the shuttles
and race, but even without that the author had no injuries from the entire Lotus process.
When fully automated the Lotus machine has the potential of being very safe,
because of its potential for automation, it can operate in an area separated from the
operator. This should protect the author from fumes from resins, from fibers that might
be floating around, and from the machine’s motion path. Automation can also ensure that
the machine won’t hit the mandrel or other surrounding equipment.
The next section will analyze how fast Lotus filament winding is.
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4.3.1 FAST

The speed of the Lotus machine will be recorded by recording how many RPMs
the shuttle spins at. This will give an idea of the rate of fiber placement. If the machine
is winding hoops around the mandrel then the rate of fiber placement is:
R = C • RPMs

(4.16)

Rate of fiber placement, where:
R = Rate of fiber placement
C = Circumference of mandrel
RPMs=Revolutions per minute

The Lotus machine in Figure 1.6 spins at 60 RPMs. This will give an idea of the
rate of fiber placement. From Equation 4.16, R = C • RPMs , with the circumference we
can find the actual rate of placement for hoop winding for this system. The
circumference of the cross-section (Figure 3.16) for these mandrels is 8.14 inches.
R=(8.14inches)(60RPM)=488inches. That’s 488inches or 40 feet per minute. The rate of
fiber placement can be increased by adding more spools, using a faster motor, using a
larger drive-gear, or a number of other things. Because the fiber width was only 0.128
inches wide, with one spool the fiber was placed at 7.9 square feet per minute.
The only shapes that required the machine to open and close were the O and the
T. The O only takes one open-and-close to insert the O and an open-and-close when
taking it back out. For the T the machine was opened and closed many times. The
current machine takes from 15 to 60 seconds to stop, align, open, maneuver, and close.
The surface area necessary to wind one layer for each Lotus shape is listed below
in Table 4.1. The surface area is measured as the circumference multiplied by the length
of the outside edge, because the outside edge of the rounded corners is the part that needs
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the most material this is how much material will be used. The estimated time to wind
these shapes will be from Equation 4.17. This is assuming it is wound with hoop
windings. Helical and polar windings may be faster because the machine moves much
further down the mandrel for each rotation than for hoop windings. Therefore they are
limited by the rotation and the articulation of the mandrel through the machine.

t=

A
s • w • R • 12

+

m•c
+ CO
60

(4.17)

Estimated time to wind a Lotus shape, where:
t = time to wind one layer, in minutes
A = surface area of the part, in square feet, measured from the outside edges
w = fiber tow width, in inches
R = rate of fiber placement, in ft/min (Equation 4.16)
s = number of spools
m = number of times the machine opens and closes
c = time it takes the machine to open and close, in seconds
CO = changeover time, in minutes (changing spools in and out, etc.)

Table 4.3 Time for Lotus machine to wind Lotus shapes.
L
O
T
Surface area
18.3
38.3
34.6
(square feet)
Number of
1
4
2
spools used
Times the
machine
0
2
20
opens
Estimated
time to wind
2.3
1.7
7.2
1 layer (min)
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U

S

28.5

44.8

2

2

0

0

1.8

2.9

4.4 CONCLUSION

With the data presented in this section the reader should have the tools necessary
to get an idea of the relationship between the Lotus machine and the Lotus shapes. Some
of the basic shapes that the Lotus shapes are made of were introduced in this chapter
including straight tubes, rounded corners, hard angled corners, intersections, and toroids.
Theory for fiber paths for these basic forms was introduced.
It was shown that it should be possible to wind hoop, polar, and helical paths of
fiber on all the Lotus shapes. This chapter did not make it clear how all fiber paths will
be placed to form good patterns on the Lotus shapes. This chapter introduced some of
the limits of the Lotus machine in fitting the Lotus shapes and in winding them, which
should assist in planning fiber paths for new complex mandrels.
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5 RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3 a machine was proposed that could process the Lotus shapes. This
machine is called a Lotus machine. It was proposed that such a machine would be
valuable if it could process certain complex shapes, the Lotus shapes, by winding them
with prepreg fiber. The machine was to make a product with features similar to a
filament wound product by having continuous, uncut, and aligned fibers.
This chapter will review the results and discuss processes and issues encountered
while making the Lotus shapes. The Lotus machine was made and used to wind the
Lotus shapes with prepreg carbon fiber. Figure 5.1 shows the Lotus shapes after coming
out of the autoclave. The shrink tape has been removed from the O and U shapes.
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Figure 5.1 The Lotus shapes after going through the autoclave.

5.2 LOTUS MACHINE

The Lotus machine was used to make the Lotus shapes. The basic designs of the
Lotus machine and Lotus shapes are in Chapter 3. In Figure 5.2 we see one view of the
Lotus machine. Here the 50-50 setup is evident. The shuttle and race are aligned and
open. While the machine is fully open it can be seen that a mandrel as large as the inner
diameter could be put in to the work envelope. Additional views of the machine in this
chapter and references to the drawings of it in Chapter 3 will assist in making sense of the
shape and function of it.
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Figure 5.2 The Lotus Machine.

5.2.1 SHUTTLE

The shuttle for the Lotus machine in Figure 5.3 is a 50-50 shuttle, meaning that
the shuttle is in two halves. In the figure, one has a spool of prepreg glass fiber and the
other a spool of carbon fiber. The T shape discussed below was wound with this setup.
While this is a convenient way to wind hybrid composites, the resins of the hybrid
prepregs should be the same so the resin will fully cross-link.

Figure 5.3 Two shuttle halves.
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In Figure 5.4 the two shuttle halves are inserted into the bottom and top halves of
the race. The teeth of the geared part of the shuttle can be seen on the shuttle half that is
resting on the table. In Figure 5.4 there are two spools on the shuttle, but there are places
on the shuttle to hold two more spools. The speed of fiber placement can be increased by
increasing the number of spools on the shuttle.

Figure 5.4 Inserting the shuttle into the race.

Once the shuttle halves are inserted and aligned in the race the Lotus machine can
be closed as in Figure 5.5. Once the pictured Lotus machine is closed it is held closed
with a couple of bungee cords (not pictured).
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Figure 5.5 Closing the Lotus machine.

In Figure 5.6 we see the shuttle holds spools of ribbon. As the shuttle spins it is
clear that the race, which is the square shape around the shuttle, doesn’t spin. As the
shuttle spins freely about the empty center it can wind the material (in this case, colored
ribbon) it carries around whatever object (mandrel) is in its center.

Figure 5.6 With the machine closed, the shuttle spins independently of the race.

The whole process of opening and closing the shuttle by hand takes about 15
seconds for the machine pictured. This can be improved by more precise components
and automation of the opening and closing procedure.
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5.2.2 RACE

The race is the part of the machine that constrains the shuttle to rotate around a
common central axis. The race functions like an axle, but is center-less, and almost the
same size as the shuttle. The shuttle slides into the race in Figure 5.4. In Figure 5.3 the
race can be seen clearly. For this machine the race is a groove in the machine that holds
the spinning shuttle in place. Also, see Figure 3.1 for a CAD model of the race.
The usable center of the machine, called the work envelope, for this machine is
about 7 inches in diameter. The race and shuttle are designed with a 9 inch inner
diameter, but the spools come inside that just a bit. Adding in a safety factor, 7 inches
seems like a good size to estimate as the work envelope. The mandrels were designed to
fit comfortably in the center of the work envelope.
5.2.3 DRIVER

The drive mechanism is made up of a motor and some gears. The motor used to
drive the machine in is a two-speed battery-powered hand drill with variable torque
settings, as seen in Figure 5.7. At top speed the shuttle spins at a rate of one revolution
per second. This is plenty fast when trying to guide a mandrel through by hand. The
speed of fiber lay-down could quickly be increased by increasing the speed of the motor
or changing the gear ratio. The variable torque setting on the drill comes in handy as a
safety so that if the machine gets caught it won’t spin. With the torque set at 15 out of a
highest setting of 25 the motor is able to overcome the normal friction in the system, but
if there is excess friction because of some problem like things getting in the way, then the
motor will ratchet, but won’t spin the machine. This simple safety system helps to
protect the machine and the operator.
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Figure 5.7 The motor and the machine.

Figure 5.8 The driving gear.

In Figure 5.8 a different drill holds the gear that drives the shuttle. To give an
idea of the driving gear’s placement in the race, the wheel in Figure 5.8 can be seen in
Figure 5.7. The gear in Figure 5.8 matches and drives the geared part of the shuttle as
seen in Figure 5.3. There are bearings on both sides of the gear that help in placing the
driving gear in the right place in the race. A CAD drawing of the driving gear can be
seen in Figure 3.6.
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5.2.4 SPOOL

The prepreg carbon fiber and prepreg glass spools were donated by Hexcel.
These spools were too large for this Lotus machine, so they were wound down to smaller
spools as in Figure 5.9. The spools used in preparing for this research have been spools
of rope, colored ribbon, tape, shrink-tape, dry glass fiber, prepreg glass, and prepreg
carbon. The spools on the Lotus machine can be spools of other materials as well.

Figure 5.9 Winding a small spool with prepreg carbon fiber from a large spool.

5.3 LOTUS SHAPES

The mandrels for the Lotus shapes were made of medium density fiberboard
(MDF). In Figure 5.10 all of the Lotus shaped mandrels can be seen. The cross-section
of each shape is a 1.5 by 3.0 inch rectangle with 0.5 inch radius corners as in Figure 5.6.
The inner and outer radii of all curves used for the Lotus shapes in Figure 5.10 are 6 and
9 inches respectively.
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Figure 5.10 The Lotus shaped mandrels were machined from MDF and wound with tape
to prevent the resin from seeping into the MDF.

5.3.1 L

Figure 5.11 The hard angled L shape.

The L shape class consists of obtuse angles from 90 to 180 degrees. In Figure
5.11 a hard angled L shape was wound with colored ribbon. We see that the corner isn’t
properly covered with ribbon. It is not possible to wind hoop windings around the corner
of a hard angled 90 degree L shape while staying perpendicular to the centerline because
there is no place for the fiber to go. It would have to translate directly into a polar
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winding. In the second image in Figure 5.11 we see that many angles and pitches can be
wound on one of the straight legs of the L.

Figure 5.12 Rounded corner L shapes. a) Simulating how a polar winding, and b) a
helical winding might drape on this mandrel if they follow the geodesic path.

It is simple to define the angle of windings along a straight tube. It is not as
simple to define the angle of windings around a corner. From the top of the first image in
Figure 5.12 the blue tape enters the corner and it is no longer at the continuous angle
(about 5 degrees) it started at, but the angle of the tape compared to the angle of the
centerline changes rapidly from 5 degrees to 0 degrees to about -35 degrees just before it
passes under the mandrel. After the tape comes out of the bottom leg of the L we see that
the tape is now at about -30 degrees. One of the issues that the Lotus machine introduces
is that the machine can switch direction around corners. This will add complications in
defining the angle of fibers in each layer. In Laminate Theory each layer of fiber is
considered to be at the same angle across the whole layer. In the second image in Figure
5.12 we see that the tape is at the same angle before and after the corner, and it appears
that the tape’s angle in the corner is about the same too, but it isn’t. While it may not be
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the same angle as the corner changes it can still be wound with the same pitch. Pitch is a
better way of defining the path around corners. One reason that using pitch as a method
to describe the angle of fibers is because the path of the Lotus machine is a spiral, and
that is what pitch most aptly applies to.

Figure 5.13 The L shape a) before being wrapped with tape, and b) being wound with
prepreg carbon fiber.

In Figure 5.13 we see how the L shape fits in the Lotus machine. Figure 5.13a
shows the mandrel before being wrapped with a spool of tape. In Figure 5.13b the Lotus
shape is being wound with prepreg carbon fiber. After the L shape was wound with
carbon fiber it was over-wound with shrink-tape. It was then cured in an autoclave.
Then the shrink-tape, seen in Figure 5.14a, was removed leaving the finished part in
5.14b.
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Figure 5.14 The finished L shape a) with shrink-tape, and b) without.

The Lotus machine was setup with one spool of carbon fiber tow that was 0.128
inches wide. The L was guided by hand through the Lotus machine as it wound the
material onto it. It was not possible to guide the L shape by hand with enough precision
to accurately place the fibers so that one layer could completely cover the mandrel as
seen in Figure 5.15a. Enough fiber for 3 layers was wound onto the L shape and even
then there are still areas not covered. This is partly due to the thin tow of fiber. It
probably would have been easier to cover the L shape with one layer if the fiber tow were
a half inch or wider. The L shape was wound with continuous fiber. It was wound with
helical and hoop angles. The source of material was one spool of 0.128” C-F IM7
prepreg tow.
The amount of fiber needed to cover one layer was calculated to be 8 tow widths
per inch. The length of the centerline for the L that was wound was 27 inches. The
circumference of a cross-section was measured at 8 inches. So for every inch of
centerline 64 inches of tow were needed to cover the mandrel with one layer. To wind
the 27 inches of centerline with one layer 144 feet of tow was needed. Ten feet of tow
was weighed at 4 grams. So, 144 feet was calculated to be about 58 grams. Enough tow
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for 3 layers was placed on the L shape which was 174 grams of C-F tow. With enough
fiber the L shape could have been adequately covered, but that wasn’t the point of this
research. The point of this research is to show that it is possible to wind these shapes
with the Lotus machine of continuous and aligned fiber.

Figure 5.15 The L shape in detail showing the gaps where the fiber didn’t completely
cover the mandrel.

Figure 5.16 Simple and complex. a) Straight sections are easily wound with the Lotus
machine, and b) simple 3D L shapes are also wound without difficulty. Notice that the
tube’s angles are obtuse.
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In Figure 5.16a we see a straight segment of the L shape. The Lotus machine can
wind straight mandrels without difficulty. In Figure 5.16b we see an L shape that is not a
simple, planar L shape like in Figures 5.15a and 5.11. This shape is called a 3D Lotus
shape because the shape’s centerline intersects more than 1 plane. Because the mandrel
in a Lotus machine doesn’t have to spin like it would in a traditional filament winding
machine many new shapes can be wound.
5.3.2 O

The Lotus machine was designed by the author specifically to make the O shape
class of shapes. It was good fortune that the machine had the ability to make the other
Lotus shapes.
The O shape is made by opening the Lotus machine, inserting the O shaped
mandrel so it is essentially two interconnected rings. Then, close the Lotus machine as in
Figure 5.17a, attach the ends of the spooled material to the mandrel, and spin the shuttle
around as in Figure 5.17b while rotating the mandrel at the desired pitch.

Figure 5.17 Processing O shapes. a) Closing the Lotus machine around an O shape, and
b) the Lotus machine winding an O shape.
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Figure 5.18 O shape setup a) An O shape being wound with 4 spools, notice these are
hoop windings, and b) after curing.

`

In Figure 5.18 we see that the Lotus machine is setup to wind the O shape with 4

spools. This shuttle is setup to hold a maximum of 4 spools. In Figure 5.19a we see the
end view of the Lotus machine winding the O shape with 4 spools. The placement of
fiber with 4 spools was 4 times as fast as with one spool, as was used to make the L
shape. The friction from all 4 spools caused the machine to bend back and forth
excessively (about 10 degrees) at its middle. This due to the 50-50 setup of shuttle and
race, because each time they align the friction can force the machine to bend. It is also
due to not building the machine with enough support to compensate for it. After winding
around the whole O shape a few times the setup was changed to have only two spools.
With two spools the machine’s bending back and forth was tolerable.
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Figure 5.19 a) End view, and b) side view of the Lotus
machine in action winding with 4 spools.

Figure 5.20 a) Hoop windings can be seen underneath the helical windings,
and b) detail of the cured O shape.

In Figure 5.20a hoop windings can be seen underneath helical windings. Notice
that all the fibers in 5.20a are going the same direction. This was foreseen in Figure 4.26.
The maximum pitch of this O shape is defined by the Equation 4.10. The inside radius is
6 inches and the outside radius is 9 inches for this O shape. So the maximum angular

⎛6⎞
pitch for this shape should be φ = 2 arccos⎜ ⎟ , which is 96.4 degrees, or 1.7 radians.
⎝9⎠
And therefore, the maximum arclength at the outside edge (P) for the maximum pitch is
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P = 9 • φ (radians ) , 15.1 inches. This is the same for all the rounded corners in all the
Lotus shapes. Incidentally, this means that the maximum pitch for the straight sections
should be limited to this same pitch (P=p), if all the angles are to stay the same on each
layer. Unless 2 machines are used so that polar windings can be placed.
After the O shape was wound with prepreg carbon fiber it was over-wound with
shrink-tape. During curing the shrink-tape shrank, pulled the fiber tight and created an
interesting surface as in Figure 5.21. Two potential solutions to this issue are that first, if
the fiber was wound at higher tension it wouldn’t have been pulled into the center like
that. And second, if the cross-section of the mandrel had positive curvature all the way
around instead of having some flat sections that also may prevent this bunching.

Figure 5.21 Detailed images of the O shape after curing.

5.3.3 T

The T shape was first experimented with as seen in Figure 5.22 below. Right
away it became clear that the intersection of the T was not going to get good coverage
with hoop windings. The diagonal lines that are placed on the intersection are the lines
from when the machine crossed over. It was not possible to wind hoop windings on the
intersection.
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Figure 5.22 T with colored ribbon.

The mandrel for the T shape that was made for this research paper can be seen
clearly in Figure 5.10. It was decided that rounding the corners would make the T shape
easier to wind. The T shape requires the Lotus machine to open and close many times
during the winding without cutting the fiber. This was achieved. In an ideal system the
Lotus machine will move over the mandrel. In the system used to wind the T the mandrel
was moved through the machine. The T, as it was made here, wouldn’t necessarily
require the machine to open, because one leg could be wound, the mandrel could be
pulled out, then the other leg inserted and the winding could continue without opening
the machine. In winding this T shape, the machine was opened each time the winding
pattern crossed over the T as shown in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23 Crossing over a T shape.
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Figure 5.24 T shape winding detail. Left – after winding the pass in Figure 5.23.
Right – after a few circuits.

After winding several circuits the material began to build up (Figure 5.26) and it
was noticed that the fiber line (Figure 5.25- Right) was not winding far into the T’s
intersection. This is because the spools were facing away from the intersection as in
Figure 5.26 – Left and Figure 5.25 - Right. This orientation was changed (to Figure 5.26
– Right) so the fiber line could wind up on the intersection.

Figure 5.25 The fiber line Left - can be seen coming from the left side, from the spools.
Right – with the fiber line on the wrong side, the fiber can’t get to the intersection. This
CAD model accurately represents the sizes of the T and the machine.
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Figure 5.26 The fiber line II. Left – the spools, and hence the fiber placement (there is
no special eyelet for this machine) are seen not facing the T’s intersection. Right – the
spools are facing the T’s intersection.

In Figure 5.27 the intersection of the T is shown before and after fiber is wound
up the intersection. This solution was introduced in Figure 4.36.

Figure 5.27 Winding up the intersection.
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Figure 5.28 Winding up the other legs. Left – it seem there was enough stiction in the
prepreg to wind up each leg quite far. Right – the overlapping of the hoop windings.

After the T was wound sufficiently with composite it was wound in the same
method with heat-shrink tape (Figure 5.29) from Durastone (www.shrink-tape.com). It
was then cured in an autoclave at BYU’s composites lab. The heat shrink-tape is used to
compact the outside surface of the fibers and force the fibers snuggly against the mandrel.

Figure 5.29 Heat –shrink tape

After the heat-shrink tape was removed it was noticed that the T’s surface had the
same effect the O shape did in Figure 5.21. It has a sort of valley down the center. In
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Figure 5.30 the shrink-tape, after curing, was left on and photographed. In the center of
the mandrel, there is a lighter color due to air under the tape (this is difficult to see even
in the original photo). Under this area down the center is where the valleys occur. Like
with all the Lotus shapes, this is an effect of a) tension that was too slack, and 2) the flat
sections of the mandrel (not having more positive curvature).

Figure 5.30 Valleys. Left – the light section down the middle of this picture, Right –
correlates with the valleys in this picture.

The T shape was wound with a hybrid setup. On one spool was prepreg carbon
fiber and the other had prepreg fiberglass. The Figure 5.30 – Right shows an area where
fiberglass was wound on the left and carbon fiber was wound to the right. During the rest
of the winding the fibers were totally integrated. Overall the T (Figure 5.32) was covered
well, considering the narrow tows and few circuits. Figure 5.31 details the valleys at the
intersection.
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Figure 5.31 Detail of the intersection. Left – a small “valley” can be seen on the vertical
face of the T. This valley is much smaller than those on the top. The finish on the side is
fairly good otherwise. Right – notice a gap in the center of the intersection. This may
have been caused by the operator trying to cover just one side (the other side).

Figure 5.32 The T, covered.
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Figure 5.33 The finished T.

5.3.4 U

For analysis, the U shape was first wound with colored ribbon (Figure 5.34 left).
The Lotus machine continuously wound the ribbon so that it didn’t need to be cut. The
ribbon was wound with helical and hoop windings as seen in Figure 5.34 (right). The
mandrel in Figure 5.34 has a cross-section that has a hard corner. Composite fibers
would probably break if wound around this corner.

Figure 5.34 U shape with colored ribbon.
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A new mandrel was made for the U for this research paper as in Figure 5.35. This
mandrel was also wound with colored ribbon as a practice run. The colored ribbon shows
the angles much better than the carbon fiber (black on black).

Figure 5.35 U shape with colored ribbon II.

The ribbon was removed and the U shape was wound with carbon fiber, as seen in
Figure 5.36 (left). Next it was wound with heat-shrink tape as seen in Figure 5.36 (right).

Figure 5.36 The U shape. Left – winding.
Right – with heat-shrink tape.
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The U shape was made large enough so the mandrel could always stay in the
center of the work envelope. There were no problems winding the U shape. In Figure
5.37 many angles of fiber can be seen before and after curing. Notice that in Figure 5.37
(right) on the vertical face of the leg, the surface is relatively free of defects.

Figure 5.37 Before and after curing, respectively.

Figure 5.38 The finished U.
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5.3.5 S

The S shape is unique in that it has to fit around the outside edges of the Lotus
machine. In Figure 5.39, we see that to either side of the machine is a leg of the S shape.
This mandrel has plenty of room, so that it can remain in the center of the work envelope
through the entire winding process.

Figure 5.39 Winding the center of the S.

The S shape was first wound with colored tape with helical and hoop winding
angles as seen in Figure 5.40.

Figure 5.40 Helical and hoop windings, respectively.
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Figure 5.41 Progression of the S shape through the machine.

Figure 5.42 Before and after. Left – the longest angles here appear tangent to the inner
radius as predicted. Right – the S was mainly covered with hoop windings.
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The S was then wound with shrink-tape (Figure 5.43) and was cured with the rest
of the Lotus shapes. The S shape after curing has the same pattern on the horizontal
surface down its center as can be seen in Figure 5.44 (if the picture quality is good
enough). The S had the same valleys down its center as the rest of the shapes.

Figure 5.43 Before and after the autoclave

Figure 5.44 S detail. The valleys can be seen
down the center of the top surface.
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Figure 5.45 The finished S.

5.3.6 SMALL LOTUS SHAPES

Some small Lotus shapes were wound by a somewhat different method. The
small parts were held by hand (instead of resting on the table), and were wound entirely
within the work envelope. The O shape has no smaller Lotus shape because if the Lotus
machine can intersect an O shape, then it is too large to be called a small Lotus shape.
The small Lotus shapes are shown in Figure 5.46.

Figure 5.46 The small Lotus shapes before and after being wound.
The mandrels are 3/8ths inch copper tubing.
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Figure 5.47 Detail of making small Lotus shapes. Left – notice the operator’s hands
hold the small mandrel from both sides of the machine. Right – detail of winding
a 3D Lotus T shape.

The small shapes were wound with fair success. The L shape was easiest and
ended up having the best surface finish. This is partly because the operator was making a
determined effort to wind it with an even pattern, and partly due to the L shape being the
only shape to get wound with heat-shrink tape.
The U shape was the one that turned out worst. The small U shape doesn’t allow
the fiber down into the U and to its sides easily.
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Figure 5.48 Detail of the small Lotus shapes
After going through the autoclave.

5.4 ISSUES

In winding the Lotus shapes there were some issues that are worth mentioning.
First, the Lotus machine, as made for this thesis, is not perfect. There is an issue
with the shuttle and race. As the separation line between the shuttle halves passes the
driving gear, it becomes a gap as seen in Figure 5.49. This gap grows large, like in this
image, if there is a lot of friction in the system. Usually this gap causes no problems.
Each time the separation line passes the driving gear this gapping makes some noise.
While the noise is not a real problem, the fact that the machine makes a lot of noise is
because it is just a prototype and not made to tight tolerances. One reason for the
gapping could be that there is nothing holding the shuttle halves to each other, they are
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just set in the race, and one pushes the other. (If the shuttles had a way to connect they
would have to disconnect for the machine to open.) If the friction in the shuttle, race, and
driver system was reduced then the remaining tension in the system would be from the
tension from the spools as they lay the fiber. The tension added by the spools is probably
the main reason the 4 spool setup that wound the O shape was having so much trouble.
At low speed this gapping can be a problem because there is not enough momentum to
push the following shuttle through. This problem was solved by relentlessly finding
friction areas and smoothing them out.

Figure 5.49 The gap. The round circle is a bearing
that holds the end of the drive shaft.

Next is a related issue. The outside edge of the shuttle is a gear. The gear sits in
the race which is made of ABS plastic. One reason plastic was used was so that the gear
could eventually grind its own groove if it didn’t fit well immediately. At issue is the
result of this reasoning. The plastic does get ground down by the gear, but where does
the plastic debris go? It probably ends up on the mandrel, in Figure 5.50, ABS debris is
sitting where it fell, towards the back of the machine. In a system made for production
the design should prevent things from falling onto the work-piece.
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Also, if other special tools are used with the Lotus machine, they may cause
debris to drip or fly and each of those systems should have a way to contain the debris
they cause and keep it from damaging, the operator, the machine, and the work-piece.

Figure 5.50 ABS debris.

Next, is the spool of fiber. In Figure 5.51 we see spool of fiber that is fraying.
This happened a number of times while making the parts. When this fraying happened,
the friction in the system increased dramatically and a few times the fibers broke. The
main reason this is happening is probably because of the rudimentary method used to respool the material as seen in Figure 5.9. If the fiber was re-spooled with more care, then
perhaps this fraying wouldn’t have happened. Another reason may be because this fiber
had “do not use” written on it, because it was a free sample of fiber that didn’t meet the
specs necessary to be released. Last, prepreg is supposed to be kept cold until it is
placed. The prepreg used here sat at room temperature for a couple of days while these
parts were being made. As the temperature increased the tackiness of the prepreg
increased causing it to not unwind.
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Figure 5.51 Fraying fiber.

Next is an issue to do with calculating angles and pitch, etc. In Figure 5.52 we
see that the ribbon being place is draping to the side before it winds on the mandrel. In
the image to the left the mandrel is moving towards the right and in the image to the right
it is moving to the left. This drape angle was not calculated for this research, but
accounting for it is necessary to make reliable windings. (Filament winding software
have this built in with their calculations.)

Figure 5.52 Winding drape angle.
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5.5 WRAPPING ON SHRINK TAPE

The Lotus machine can process unique shapes. Because of this, other processes
may have a difficult time working with parts processed with a Lotus machine. One
additional process the Lotus machine did to make the Lotus shapes was to wind heat
shrink-tape on to the fiber. This was very helpful and it was easy to modify the system to
do it as seen in Figure 5.53. This heat-shrink tape is another special tool, so the system
can be modified to take advantage of the new constraints. In Figure 5.54 the shrink-tape
is attached directly to the shuttle, giving the machine a smaller profile which decreases
the limits on the dimensions of the Lotus shapes.

Figure 5.53 Heat-shrink tape setup on the same spool
holding system used for the fiber spools.
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Figure 5.54 Without the spool holders the Lotus machine’s working
profile is smaller, giving the system more flexibility.

5.6 IDEAL COMPOSITES MANUFACTURING PROCESS

It was stated in Chapter 4 that, when automated, the Lotus process can be like an
ideal composites manufacturing process because it can be: fast, reliable, inexpensive, and
safe. In its current form as a partially automated machine it can be fast, inexpensive, and
sort of safe, but definitely not yet reliable.
5.6.1 FAST

Section 4.3.1 analyzes the speed of the process.
5.6.2 RELIABLE

The reliability of the process cannot be achieved by the partially automated Lotus
filament winding machine made for this thesis. A higher degree of automation is
necessary to ensure better quality. Some of the qualities or characteristics of a good part,
that the Lotus machine did do is wind the Lotus shapes with continuous, uncut, and
aligned (oriented, not really aligned) fibers.
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The fibers were placed continuously from the spools. This satisfies the
requirement of being continuous.
At most, the spools were changed out (or the fibers broke) three times for any of
the shapes. Some of the shapes were wound to a thinner surface thickness than others
and were able to cover the entire mandrel with uncut fibers. This partially satisfies the
requirement that the fibers be placed uncut. The shapes that had 2 and 3 changeovers can
be called “continuously wound with 2 or 3 tows”.
Many circuits were laid from each spool before any of them had to be changed
out. This shows that the fibers were not only continuous, but of circuit length. The fibers
would have been uncut if, 1) the spools carried the entire skein necessary to wind all the
layers, and 2) if the fibers had not broken.
Were the fibers aligned? The fibers were not aligned in the truest sense of the
word. They were not placed according to any specification. At times the mandrel was
pushed through faster resulting in longer, helical windings. Both helical and polar
windings were wound. But the fibers were not aligned reliably enough to entirely cover
the surface of the Lotus shaped mandrels with one layer. It should be remembered that
the tow was 0.128 inches wide, and it is difficult to get that to sit right next to or lap over
the previous winding, because the pitch (p) would have to be approximately in 0.128 inch
increments per rotation. This is 0.128 inches per second, because the machine spins at 60
RPMs. The outside arclength pitch (P) would also have to be 0.128 inches, so the
angular pitch (φ) would have to have been 0.81 degrees. The system was not tightly
controlled enough to wind that closely. If the winding of the wider heat-shrink tape (one
inch wide) was considered, then the machine can wind material so that it is aligned, or at
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least so the entire mandrel can be covered with each circuit. If a wider tow were used it
would have been easier to align the fibers.
Sometimes fiber alignment is called orientation of the fibers. The fibers were
oriented circumferentially and helically for winding the Lotus shapes.
The Lotus machine made for this research is inexpensive, but it is not reliable
because the controls are limited. A Lotus machine should be simple to automate, but it
will increase the price of the machine considerably. Compared to the value of composite
parts, the high cost of labor, and the improvement in quality the Lotus filament winding
machine has to offer, it may be seen as an inexpensive machine.
5.6.3 INEXPENSIVE

The Lotus machine made for this research is inexpensive, more as a result of
resourcefulness than on any particular merits of the system. A better designed automated
system will cost plenty.
Even if the Lotus filament winding was fully automated and the machinery cost
was considerable, would the setup be inexpensive? Yes.
It would save on labor costs. It would make reliable parts. It would be fast. It
would make parts of higher quality than other processes. It would be flexible enough that
it could wind on various mandrels. It processes expensive raw materials (prepreg tow
can cost up to $100/lb).
Compared to the price of an expensive Lotus machine, all the costs that it will
save will make it an inexpensive machine.
The partially automated Lotus machine can also be redesigned to have a higher
degree of automation with gears and jigs, depending on the complexity of the mandrels.
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This would result in a less expensive machine that is less flexible, but may be totally
adequate for making parts of certain sizes and shapes.
5.6.4 SAFE

Is the Lotus filament winding process safe to the operator, work-piece, and the
Lotus machine?
The operator wore latex gloves, safety goggles, and a dust mask during the
winding process for the Lotus shapes. The operator had no trouble with splinters or
breathing. At times the goggles would fill with perspiration. The operator doesn’t like to
wear all that safety equipment. He likes to remain safe, but one reason he is developing
this process is to make an automated system for winding complex shapes, so that
operators will not have to wear this kind of uncomfortable equipment all day.
The operator got a blister from tightening the motor (cordless drill) to the drive
gear. This blister came off and started bleeding while winding the T and a piece of tape
was used to cover it up and continue working (see Figure 5.54). Since the motor is part
of the Lotus filament winding process, a different motor setup is recommended. One that
doesn’t require the operator’s grip force to exceed the torque of a securely tightened drill.
Also, the batteries of the drill were always running out, so a cordless motor is not
recommended. One good feature of the drill was that it had a lot of torque settings to
keep the machine and mandrels safe if there was too much friction in the system.
With one mandrel, which was not one of the Lotus shapes wound for this thesis,
the machine did hit the mandrel. The mandrel was a large coil shaped copper tube.
Figure 5.55 shows the setup. In this figure the machine was spinning CCW. One of the
spools hit the copper tube, which bent and was pulled down into the slot in the table. At
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this point the machine stopped spinning and the drill was ratcheting like mad. The
moment it happened, the operator backed up quickly and turned off the drill. The
malleable copper tube was mangled and one of the spool centers had a small chip broken
off it, but nothing else was damaged. Obviously, when working with moving parts there
is some potential for accidents. There are a number of reasons this one happened. First,
the operator was being a bit careless by trying to wind a complex shape without making
sure the part would fit in the machine with a safety gap between the mandrel and the
moving parts on the shuttle. Next, the mandrel, which is rather complex, is constantly
being tugged at by the machine as the fibers are wound in tension, (it’s malleable and
may have deformed), and the operator has to watch the close side, the middle and the far
side of the machine all at once to make sure the machine wouldn’t hit the mandrel. Then
after winding a few circuits with success the operator began to relax. That was it mostly,
operator inattention.

Figure 5.55 Winding a 3D S shape
somewhat carelessly.
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It should be noted again that the torque settings on the drill are the main reason
the machine stopped spinning when it caught the mandrel. Another thing that happened
when the machine stopped was that the machine opened up about 15 degrees. Remember
that the machine was spinning counterclockwise (in Figure 5.55) and that as the half of
the shuttle that was pushing couldn’t progress any further, it started pushing the machine
open. The bungee cords that were used to keep the machine closed stretched up with the
machine. It is not clear whether the bungee cords stopped anything or not, but they
probably didn’t, because the way the shuttles fit in the race’s grooves, they would tend to
keep the machine from opening. This was the only incident, and it was due to operator
error. This accident could have been prevented by using a sleeve (as described in section
3.2.2.6) on the machine.
Is the Lotus filament winding process safe for the work-piece? For copper spirals
haphazardly wound? No. For the Lotus shapes made to work safely with the machine,
the process was safe for the work-piece. The work-piece in this case was the mandrel
and the fibers wound on it. The mandrels were made of MDF (very tough) and never hit
the machine or the operator. One thing that makes the setup used for this thesis not safe
for the mandrel was the use of an MDF table on which the wound mandrel was pushed in
and out of the machine. The edges of the slot in the table were rounded with a 0.5 inch
radius to prevent the table from catching fibers. No damage to the fibers was noticed, but
the work-piece should not have to be pushed around on a table like that. The mandrel
should be held at the ends, in the air the whole time, and should be wound with shrinktape, and cured as soon as possible afterwards. More care could have been taken to make
this happen.
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6 SUMMARY,

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 SUMMARY

The Lotus filament winding process is based on the relatively obscure concept of
a center-less and open-able wheel. It winds complex shapes with continuous, uncut, and
oriented fibers. It could wind the fibers at specific pitches and angles if it had a higher
degree of automation; then it would be considered “aligned” as well.
Traditional filament winding makes advanced composite parts of the highest
quality of any composites manufacturing process. Compared to traditional filament
winding the Lotus filament winding process only lacks the capability to align the fibers,
which the next Lotus filament winding machine will be capable of.
Traditional filament winding only winds straight tubes. The Lotus filament
winding process winds straight tubes, but it can also process shapes that are much more
complex than traditional filament winding. This makes the Lotus filament winding
process potentially very valuable to the advanced composites manufacturing industry.
The basic shapes that the Lotus machine processes are called the Lotus shapes.
Simply, the Lotus shapes look like the letters, L, O, T, U, and S. The L is an obtuse
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angle, the O is an enclosed form, the T is an intersection, the U is an acute angle, and the
S surrounds the machine. These shapes were designed to be a basis for designing
mandrels that the Lotus machine can process. One of each of the Lotus shapes was
wound for this research paper.
An ideal composites manufacturing process would be: fast, safe, reliable, and
inexpensive. The Lotus machine is fast. The one built for this research rotates at 60
RPMs and placed fiber at 40 feet per minute. The Lotus process is safe. The Lotus
shapes were wound with no harm coming to the operator, mandrels, or the machine. The
Lotus process is not yet reliable. The process needs a higher degree of automation before
it can wind parts with precision. The Lotus process is inexpensive. Compared to the
value of parts the Lotus machine will process, even a very expensive machine will be
paid off quickly.

6.2 CONCLUSION

The Lotus process solves a key problem to automating continuous motion and
access around complex shapes; it provides a continuous path around the work-piece that
can be inserted into enclosed architecture. This means that if special tools are attached to
a CNC Lotus machine, then this setup would be able to manufacture new complex shapes
perfectly with computer controlled precision.
While the Lotus filament winding process was the process discussed in this
research paper, many other manufacturing processes may benefit from a treatment of the
Lotus process. One of these is the lathe. The lathe has been in use for at least 3000 years.
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The Lotus machine inverts the concept of the lathe by rotating the tool around the workpiece. It stands to reason that a cutting tool could be attached to the Lotus machine and
then spun around some piece of wood, cutting it like a lathe would, except that the lathe
can only cut objects with a straight linear axis. A Lotus lathe could cut angles (L,U),
enclosed shapes (O), intersections (T), shapes that surround the machine (S), and straight
shapes as well. It could cut the Lotus shapes. Any tools attached to the Lotus machine
will have the same access and be able to process the Lotus shapes.
The Lotus process is a manufacturing process. It will be used with many different
tools attached to process complex shapes in highly automated manufacturing facilities.
Imagine the manufacture of a complex advanced composite part. First, the part shape can
be designed using the Lotus shapes and Lotus machine profile as its basis. Next, the
mandrel is cut perfectly with a CNC Lotus lathe. This mandrel is wound with prepreg
carbon fiber precisely with a CNC Lotus filament winding machine. Then it is wound
again with heat-shrink tape. The part is cured in an autoclave. The shrink-tape can be
unwound by a Lotus machine with a powered take-up spool, or it can be cut off. The
surface of the part will not be good enough for a customer because it will have lines from
the tape on it. The part is ground down to tight tolerances by a CNC grinder. A laser
attached to a Lotus machine measures the part to check if it is within tolerance. If it is,
the part goes on to be coated with epoxy. A CNC Lotus painting machine is used to
evenly coat the composite with epoxy. The part is then taken to a Lotus mill, where some
holes are cut in it. Then the part is taken to assembly where a Lotus machine places
electrical components into the holes, runs the electrical wiring properly on it, and places a
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cover on it. Perhaps then the part goes to an assembly line where a person attaches it to
something else.
Now, why would Lotus machines be used to do all that? Because few other
processes provide the kind of access the Lotus process provides, and if complex tubular
shapes are the problem then the Lotus process is probably the solution.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.3.1 MOTION CONTROL

The main problem with the Lotus machine, is that currently it is not very well
controlled. The things the Lotus filament winding machine needs to have controlled are:
the shuttle rotation, the motion of the mandrel (in relation to the machine), and the
opening and closing of the machine. With these controlled, the machine would be
capable of processing the Lotus shapes with many different special tools.
6.3.2 DESIGN

The Lotus machine cannot process all shapes. It can process the Lotus shapes.
Combining the Lotus shapes a designer can make useful complex shapes that the Lotus
machine can process. The Lotus shapes as described in this paper may be confusing.
Designers should have some helps when brainstorming shapes they can have
manufactured with Lotus machines. One idea is to make a Styrofoam ring the same size
as the Lotus machine, then cut it in half to simulate how 50-50 machine would open, or
cut a notch out to simulate a C-shaped machine and its opening. This Styrofoam Lotus
ring can be used as a simple visual aid or to pass over various potential mandrels.
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Another idea to help with design and application would be a website dedicated to
showing what shapes have been successfully processed.
6.3.3 3D LOTUS SHAPES

Though the centerlines for the Lotus shapes made for this research paper are in
just one plane, essentially 2D, the Lotus process is not limited to making 2D shapes. All
the Lotus shapes can be made so that their centerlines intersect more than one plane. The
interaction of the 3D Lotus shapes and the Lotus machine will have different issues. A
system for designing 3D shapes a Lotus machine can process would be useful.
6.3.4 CONNECTIONS

By the unique flexibility of the Lotus machine new methods for connecting
separate objects are possible. Two awkward parts that couldn’t be wound with traditional
filament winding can now be wound together. It could wind in components. The
capacity of the Lotus machine to connect separate objects could be investigated.
6.3.5 MANDRELS

Because the Lotus-shaped mandrels are more complex than traditional filament
wound mandrels, getting the mandrel out of a Lotus-wound part will be more difficult.
Research on the best mandrels and processes for them would be useful.
6.3.6 STRENGTHS TESTING

The Lotus filament winding process can make many complex shapes of
continuous and aligned fibers. While the basic shapes this machine can make have
probably been made with composites, it is likely that they have never been made of uncut
and aligned fibers. Theoretically, composites made of uncut and aligned fibers are
stronger than those that are not. Also, those processes that make parts of fibers that are
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more continuous and more aligned will conceivably be stronger and lighter than those
that offer less continuity and limited alignment of fibers. Therefore composites made by
the Lotus filament winding process will probably be stronger than those made by other
methods. To prove this claim would require samples made by comparable methods and
measures to test them. Such tests would be welcomed to reinforce this research.
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APPENDIX A – THE BOAT WINDING METHOD

An additional type of shape the Lotus filament winding process can wind.
Lotus filament winding has been discussed so far as a process that winds tubular
shapes. It has been said that the Lotus machine will go all the way around the work-piece
as it winds. There is another type of winding the machine can do, lets call it the boat
method.
Say that you have a mandrel, shaped like a boat. If its for a boat, you will
probably only want to wind a surface on the bottom of it. If the mandrel is entirely
circled then the material on top would be wasted.
The Lotus machine doesn’t have to spin all the way around the mandrel. It could
spin back and forth across the bottom, say from 0 to 180 degrees. The fibers could be
hooked on pins at the top of their swinging motions. In this way only the bottom of the
boat will have material on it.
This type of winding could be interconnected with normal Lotus filament winding
so that Lotus wound tubes can be integrally connected with these flat sections. Imagine
again a boat. This time, lets say it’s a kayak. The kayak needs to have an opening on
top, but the front and back of the boat need to be wound all the way around. This can be
accomplished by putting hooks or pins all around the opening section on top of the boat,
then as the Lotus machine winds this section it simply hooks the fiber on the pins and
spins back the opposite direction. The rest of the boat is wound normally.
This solution may only work when there is considerable positive curvature to the
mandrel. It may be capable of winding flat surfaces on an automobile, like the roof or a
hood. But then again, more curvature may be needed. It could definitely wind boats.
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APPENDIX B – DERIVATIONS.

Derivations of some of the equations used in the research.

Equation 4.2 Maximum mandrel diameter for rounded corner L shape.
Equation 4.3 Maximum mandrel diameter for hard angled L shape.
Equation 4.4 O shaped mandrel minimum inner radius including material buildup.
Equation 4.6 Maximum diameter with α=0 degrees and minimum A for U shape.
Equation 4.7 S shape with maximum D and minimum α.
Equation 4.8 Pitch, circumference and angle
Equation 4.9 A pitch for the winding pattern for a straight tube.
Equation 4.10 Maximum angular pitch for a toroid.
Equation 4.11 Formula for θc.
Equation 4.12 Formula for θa.
Equation 4.13 Formula for θd.
These derivations refer to a 2D representation of the interaction between mandrel
and Lotus machine profile. These equations often are solving for maximum angles or
maximum diameters. If the mandrels and Lotus machine profiles were 3D these
maximums would often be smaller; so, while it is a maximum, it is likely that the 3D
parts won’t be as large as the 2D representations. Therefore, the 2D results simply
provide an upper limit that may not be attainable in 3D, but cannot be exceeded.
Therefore, 3D parts will be smaller than the limit the 2D results provide. So in designing
for a Lotus machine if the sizes exceed the 2D limits, they also exceed the 3D limits. The
3D parts must be designed smaller than the 2D limits.
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Derivation for Equation 4.2
Equation 4.2 Maximum mandrel diameter for rounded corner L shape.

⎛
⎛ W ⎞⎞
D = E − A + A cos⎜⎜ arcsin⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟ − 2b
⎝ 2A ⎠⎠
⎝
where,
D
E

maximum mandrel diameter
work envelope diameter

A

inside radius of mandrel bend, where A >

W
b

width of the inside edge of the Lotus profile
average material buildup

W
2

The dimensions for the Lotus profile are given: E, A, and W.
Between the machine and mandrel there is a gap, g.

D = E − g − 2b
A = f + g∴g = A− f
W
⎛W ⎞
sin α =
∴ α = arcsin⎜
⎟
2A
⎝ 2A ⎠
⎛
f
⎛ W ⎞⎞
cos α = ∴ f = A cos α ∴ f = A cos⎜⎜ arcsin⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
A
⎝ 2A ⎠⎠
⎝
⎛
⎛ W ⎞⎞
g = A − f ∴ g = A − A cos⎜⎜ arcsin⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ 2A ⎠⎠
⎝
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⎛
⎛ W ⎞⎞
D = E − g − 2b ∴ D = E − A + A cos⎜⎜ arcsin⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟ − 2b
⎝ 2A ⎠⎠
⎝
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Derivation for Equation 4.3
Equation 4.3 Maximum mandrel diameter for hard angled L shape.

⎛α ⎞ W
⎛α ⎞
D = E sin ⎜ ⎟ − cos⎜ ⎟ − 2b
⎝2⎠ 2
⎝2⎠
where,
D
E

α

W
b

maximum mandrel diameter
work envelope diameter
obtuse angle (L shape)
width of the inside edge of the Lotus profile
material buildup

Equation 4.3 variables.

The dimensions for the Lotus profile are given: E and W.
The variables of the mandrel are: α, D, and b.
Between the machine and mandrel there is a gap, g.
What we are trying to find here is the maximum mandrel diameter for a given hard
angled bend.
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H =E−g
⎛ α ⎞ D − 2b
⎛α ⎞
sin ⎜ ⎟ =
∴ D = H sin ⎜ ⎟ + 2b
H
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠
W
⎛α ⎞ W
tan⎜ ⎟ =
∴g =
⎛α ⎞
⎝ 2 ⎠ 2g
2 tan⎜ ⎟
⎝2⎠
W
H =E−
⎛α ⎞
2 tan⎜ ⎟
⎝2⎠
⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
W
α
⎥ sin ⎛⎜ ⎞⎟ + 2b
D = ⎢E −
⎛α ⎞⎥ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎢
2
tan
⎜ ⎟⎥
⎢
⎝ 2 ⎠⎦
⎣
⎛α ⎞
⎛α ⎞ W
simplified , D = E sin ⎜ ⎟ − cos⎜ ⎟ + 2b
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠ 2

Variables for Equation 4.3
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Derivation for Equation 4.4
Equation 4.4 Minimum inner diameter of O shaped mandrel.
Given, W and Y the width and depth of a Lotus machine profile.
2

⎛W ⎞ ⎛Y ⎞
A =⎜ ⎟ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎝2⎠

2

2

A=

W 2 +Y2
4

where,
A
W
Y

inner diameter of the O shaped mandrel
width of Lotus profile
depth of Lotus profile

Equation 4.4 variables.
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Additional clarification for Equation 4.4 Solving for A.
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Derivation for Equation 4.6

Given, Y, A.
The variables of the mandrel are: α, D, and b.
Between the machine and mandrel there is a gap, g.

Equation 4.6 The maximum mandrel diameter
with the minimum angle (α=0 degrees) for a U shape.

Y
Y
+ g∴g = A−
2
2
D + 2b = E − g
Y
D = E + − A − 2b
2
A=

where,
D
E
Y
A
b

maximum mandrel diameter
diameter of work envelope
depth of Lotus profile
inside diameter of rounded corner (see equation 4.4)
material buildup
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Equation 4.6 variables. With maximum mandrel diameter D the minimum angle α is 0
degrees.
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Derivation for Equation 4.7
Given, Y, A, and E.
The variables of the mandrel are: D, and b.
The S shape in Figure 4.11 has the maximum diameter D and minimum angle
α (0 degrees) for making an S shape of this type. It is represented by the following
equation.
Equation 4.7 S shape with maximum D and minimum angle (α=0).
Y
Y
A = g + ∴g = A−
2
2
E = D + 2b + 2 g ∴ D = E − 2b − 2 g
D = E + Y − 2b − 2 A
where,
D
maximum diameter of mandrel
E
work envelope diameter
Y
depth of the Lotus profile
A
inside diameter of rounded corner (see equation 4.4)
b
material buildup

Examples of S shapes.
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Derivation for Equation 4.8

Variables for Equation 4.8 In this image the circumference
(c) is pi times the diameter of the mandrel.
Equation 4.8 Pitch, circumference and angle
for a straight tube.

Given, c and p.
c
p
⎛c⎞
θ = arctan⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝ p⎠
tan θ =

where,

θ
c
p

fiber angle
circumference
pitch
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Derivation for Equation 4.9

Solve for the pitch (p) in terms of the integer (n) circuits per layer, tow width (w),
and the circumference (c).
Equation 4.9 A pitch for the winding pattern for a straight tube.
⎡
⎤
n•w
⎥
p=⎢
⎢ sin arccos n • w ⎥
c ⎦
⎣

(

(

))

where,
p
n
w
c

pitch
integer of desired number of circuits per layer
width of tow
mandrel circumference

Figure 4.2 Shows two pitches, the first represents n=2,
the second represents n=1.

We can see that the width of the fiber is at an angle to the pitch. In the following figure
we see this relationship more clearly. It’s obvious that the p is greater than the w. This
Figure is from the figure on the right in Figure 6.2 .

w
p
w
p=
sin θ

sin θ =

Another figure describing this situation follows.
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cos θ =

w
c

⎛ w⎞
⎝c⎠
putting θ back into p

θ = arccos⎜ ⎟

p=
p=

w
sin θ
w
⎛
⎛ w ⎞⎞
sin ⎜⎜ arccos⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎟
⎝ c ⎠⎠
⎝
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Derivation for Equation 4.10
Equation 4.10 Maximum pitch for a toroid.

cos

φ
2

=

φ

A
C

⎛ A⎞
= arccos⎜ ⎟
2
⎝C ⎠
⎛ A⎞
φ = 2 arccos⎜ ⎟
⎝C ⎠
where,

φ
A
C

is the maximum angular pitch
inner mandrel radius
outer mandrel radius
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Derivation for Equation 4.11
Equation 4.11 Formula for θc.

⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠⎟
θC = arctan⎜
⎜
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠ ⎠
⎝
where,
θC
C
A
φ

angle of fiber versus the outside edge tangent
outside radius
inner radius
the angular pitch

This figure shows that θc is the angle between the tangent to circle C and the fiber line B.
The B line is the fiber placed on the mandrel. The dashed line is the fiber line as it
crosses under the mandrel. A is the inside radius of the mandrel and C is the
outside radius. φ/2 Is one half the angular pitch.
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⎛φ ⎞
⎛φ ⎞ G
sin ⎜ ⎟ = ∴ G = A sin ⎜ ⎟
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠ A
⎛φ ⎞
⎛φ ⎞ E
cos⎜ ⎟ = ∴ E = A cos⎜ ⎟
⎝2⎠
⎝2⎠ A
C = E + F ∴F = C − E
⎛F⎞
⎛F⎞
tan θC = ⎜ ⎟ ∴θC = arctan⎜ ⎟
⎝G⎠
⎝G⎠
⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠⎟
θC = arctan⎜
⎜
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠ ⎠
⎝
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Derivation for Equation 4.12
Equation 4.14 Formula for θa.

⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
φ
⎝2⎠ ⎟
θA = 90 − − arctan⎜
⎜
2
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠⎠
⎝
where,
θA
C
A
φ

angle of fiber versus the inside edge tangent
outside radius
inner radius
the angular pitch

This figure shows that θa is the angle between
the tangent to circle A and the fiber line B.
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ω = 90 −

φ

2
G
⎛G⎞
tanψ = ∴ ψ = arctan⎜ ⎟ (see Derivation for Equation 4.13)
F
⎝F⎠
180 = θA + (180 − ω ) + ψ ∴θA = ω − ψ
⎛
⎛φ ⎞ ⎞
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
φ
⎝2⎠ ⎟
θA = 90 − − arctan⎜
⎜
2
⎛φ ⎞ ⎟
⎜ C − A cos⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝2⎠⎠
⎝
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Derivation for Equation 4.13
Equation 4.13 Formula for θd.

⎛ ⎛ ⎛
⎛
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎞⎞⎞⎞
⎜ ⎜ ⎜
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟
⎜C ⎜
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ + 90
θD = arcsin⎜ ⎜ sin ⎜⎜ arctan⎜
⎟
⎜
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜D⎜ ⎜
cos
C
A
−
⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎟⎟
⎜
⎜ ⎜ ⎜⎝
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎠ ⎠ ⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝ ⎝
where,
θD
C
A

angle of fiber versus the centerline tangent
outside radius
inner radius

φ

the angular pitch (in degrees, if in radians use

D

the centerline radius D =

C+A
2

π
2

instead of 90 above)

This figure shows that θd is the angle between
the tangent to circle D and the fiber line B.
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⎛G⎞
⎟ see Equation 4.13
⎝F⎠
sinα sinβ sinχ
=
=
from the law of sines
,
A
B
C
sinψ sin µ
C sinψ
⎛C
⎞
=
∴ sin µ =
∴ µ = arcsin⎜ sinψ ⎟ ⇒ there is an issue with this equation.
D
C
D
⎝D
⎠

ψ = arctan⎜

the arcsin of a value will only give a value between ±

π

, and since the answer we want is obtuse,
2
if we subtract our answer from 180 degrees or π we will get the value we need.
⎛C
⎞
∴ µ = 180 − arcsin⎜ sinψ ⎟
⎝D
⎠
µ = 90 + θD (this is because the line that intersects B is perpendicular to line D)
⎛C
⎞
sinψ ⎟ − 90
⎝D
⎠

θ = µ − 90 ∴θ = arcsin⎜
D

D

⎛
⎛ G ⎞⎞⎞
sin ⎜⎜ arctan⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎟⎟ − 90
⎝ F ⎠⎠⎠
⎝D ⎝
⎛C

θ = 180 − arcsin⎜⎜
D
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⎛φ ⎞
A sin⎜ ⎟
G
⎝2⎠
remember G and F from equation 4.11
=
F
⎛φ ⎞
C − A cos⎜ ⎟
⎝2⎠
⎛ ⎛ ⎛
⎛
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎞⎞⎞⎞
⎜ ⎜ ⎜
⎜ A sin ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟
⎜C ⎜
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ + 90
θD = arcsin⎜ ⎜ sin ⎜⎜ arctan⎜
⎟
⎜
⎛ φ ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜D⎜ ⎜
cos
C
A
−
⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎟⎟
⎜
⎜ ⎜ ⎜⎝
⎝ 2 ⎠ ⎠ ⎠ ⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝ ⎝
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APPENDIX C – COMPARISON OF FILAMENT WINDING PROCESSES

Table C compares the capabilities of the Lotus filament winding process in fully
or partially automated form with traditional filament winding.
Table C Comparison of filament winding processes.
Traditional filament
Lotus filament winding –
winding – automated
fully automated
Automated
Automated
Continuous, uncut fibers
Continuous, uncut fibers
Aligned fibers, polar and
Aligned fibers, polar and
helical winding patterns
helical winding patterns

Once programmed, many
parts can be made without
much additional effort
Safe environment for
employees

Once programmed, many
parts can be made without
much additional effort
Safe environment for
employees

No hand has to touch the
machine or part during the
entire process
Not necessary for
employees to handle dry
fibers
Finished piece can be used
as a preform for RTM
No material waste
Precisely wound parts

No hand has to touch the
machine or part during the
entire process
Not necessary for
employees to handle dry
fibers
Finished piece can be used
as a preform for RTM
No material waste
Precisely wound parts

Part appearance is superb,
parts are consistent and can
be considered reliable
High fiber volume percent
Quickly makes large parts
Makes straight tubes with
varying cross section and
opened or closed ends

Part appearance is superb,
parts are consistent and can
be considered reliable
High fiber volume percent
Quickly makes large parts
Makes straight tubes and
tubes based on the L,O,T,U,
and S shape classes
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Lotus filament winding –
partially automated
Some operator intervention
Continuous, uncut fibers
Aligned fibers, however
exacting placement depends
on operator skill
Quick to prototype unique
parts because no
programming is required
Some potential for injury
depending on level of
automation and safety
measures
Mandrel can be fed “by
hand”

Not necessary for
employees to handle dry
fibers
Finished piece can be used
as a preform for RTM
No material waste
Parts may be considered
“hand-made”
Parts may be high quality,
but will not be consistent
High fiber volume percent
Quickly makes large parts
Makes straight tubes and
tubes based on the L,O,T,U,
and S shape classes
(continued on next page)

(continued)
Traditional filament
winding – automated
Tubes can be bonded
together with lugs to form
complex forms
Tubes can be bonded
together with lugs to form
complex forms
Low labor costs
Requires laborer to changeout mandrel and start and
stop machine

Lotus filament winding –
fully automated
Makes the 3-D forms of the
L,O,T,U, and S shape
classes
Integrally forms L,O,T,U,
and S shape classes in many
arrangements
Low labor costs
Requires laborer to changeout mandrel and start and
stop machine

Rotating mandrel pulls fiber Basically inverted
from spools
traditional filament
winding, the spools circle a
relatively stationary
mandrel
Both the Lotus machine and
The mandrel spins on one
the mandrel can be moved
axis, the spool can move
in relation to each other
back and forth, in and out
and up and down
Requires simple
Requires relatively complex
programming
programming or machine
learning
Can add spools of fiber
Can add spools of fiber
tows and speed up the
tows and speed up the
process
process
Can increase the speed of
Can increase the speed of
the process by increasing
the process by spinning
shuttle RPMs and speeding
mandrel faster and moving
up shuttle movement,
shuttle faster, without
without damaging part
damaging part
Preferred method for large
Preferred method for large
number of parts
number of parts
Fibers wound in tension
Fibers wound in tension
leaving few voids and
leaving few voids and
requiring less resin
requiring less resin
Dry or prepreg fibers
Prepreg fiber tows preferred
High capital startup cost
Higher capital startup cost

Lotus filament winding –
partially automated
Makes the 3-D forms of the
L,O,T,U, and S shape
classes
Integrally forms L,O,T,U,
and S shape classes in many
arrangements
Requires skilled laborer to
control mandrel/shuttle
movement while
simultaneously controlling
speed of shuttle rotation and
opening and closing of
shuttle
Basically inverted
traditional filament
winding, the spools circle a
relatively stationary
mandrel
Both the Lotus machine and
the mandrel can be moved
in relation to each other

Laborer can intuitively
maneuver mandrel to be
completely covered
Can add spools of fiber
tows and speed up the
process
Speed of manufacture
limited by operator’s
ability, and increased speed
may increase operator error
and cause part damage
Preferred method for small
number of parts
Fibers wound in tension
leaving few voids and
requiring less resin
Prepreg fiber tows preferred
Lower capital start up cost

(continued on next page)
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(continued)
Traditional filament
winding – automated
Uses fibers from a
potentially unlimited supply

Uses fibers from a
potentially unlimited supply

Lotus filament winding –
fully automated
Has a limited supply of
fiber based on machine size,
may require many splices,
adding labor and time
If the entire skein can be
carried by the shuttle, then
fibers can be uncut from
start to end
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Lotus filament winding –
partially automated
Has a limited supply of
fiber based on machine size,
may require many splices,
adding labor and time
If the entire skein can be
carried by the shuttle, then
fibers can be uncut from
start to end

